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A TRUNK FULL OF TREASURES: 
The Discovery of Lincoln Family Secrets and Gossip 

Peter 1 Klamet 

L ast fall, the Library of Congress 
accessioned the papers of Freder
ick N. Towers, attorney to Robert 
Todd Lincoln. Practicing In Wash

ington, D.C., Towers began to work for 
Lincoln following the latter's retirement 
from the Pullman Palace Car Company. 
Following Robert's death in 1926, he saw 
after the interests of his widow, Mary 
Harlan Lincoln. Historian Jason Emerson 
discovered these papers, retained files 

related to Towers's work for the Lincoln 
family, in 2005. Housed in a steamer 
trunk, Emerson's search for the long
thought-lost Mary Lincoln "insanity let-

ters" brought him to Towers's children 
and the discovery of this unexplored 
archive. (See Jason Emerson's Insane Cor
respondence, page 6.) ln addition to find
ing copy-photographs of these Important 
Mary Lincoln letters, together with legal 
papers related to suppressing their use 
by an early biographer, the trunk was 
stuffed with files concerning a wide vari
ety of matters on three generations of the 
Lincoln family. 

As much of this collection is the sub
ject of Emerson's forthcoming book on 
the Mary Lincoln insanity letters, as well 
as his biography on Robert Todd Lincoln, 
we will not recount details of Mary's men
tal health and efforts by her son to 
destroy letters from this terribly mortify
ing episode. The purpose of this article is 
to examine some of the more Interesting 
stories to emerge from collateral materi
al found in the trunk. Among the tax 
returns, retained correspondence, copies 
of family deeds is wonderful anectdotal 
insight... all waiting to be mined from 
these files. There are some significant 
records found Including a folder on 
William Herndon and another document-

COllECilNG JOHN ROGERS Sa.lLPTuRE: THE COUNCIL OF WAR 

Lonnie W Neubauer 

I f leading politicians embody the historical eras in which 
they lived, artists and sculptures can often reveal a great 
deal about public tastes in those times. From the 1850s 

through 1880s, John Rogers successfully produced more than 
200 pieces of sculpture, both small and monumental, including 
some 77 of what are known as "Rogers Groups." These depict 
interesting slices of mid-to-late nineteenth century Americana. 
Subjects deal with events from American history, including var
ious Civil War tableaux; fables and legends; political leaders; 
and even ordinary family scenes. Rogers Groups were afford
able and treasured items in many American homes. Middle
class Americans displayed them as evidence of their refine-
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ing Robert Lincoln's deposit and eventu
al gift of his father's papers to the Library 
of Congress. There is a file concerning 
the identity of the pallbearers at Abra
ham Lincoln's funeral, and a collection of 
letters regarding a painting of the Presi
dent. There is even an extensive record 
of a family scandal. 
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It was attorney FrBderlck Towers who had thB 
presence of mind to copy thB Mary Uncoln 

"Insanity letters• before Mary Harlan Lincoln had 
them destroyed. He pinned thB originals to a cot1c 

board to than photograph. 
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----------------- THE RAlLSPLITTER -----------------

,i,...:,,,J~ Another auction deserves mention in this 
~-'-• ~- context. About a year and a half ago, the Auction 

'--.,.-t~M.wt ~ .... ....,. ..µ~---- Gallery of Florence, Kentucky hosted a sale of 
t•a...,~ ••• ,_,.✓,,_ "American Historical Memorabilia" The draw 

t /f,,of< P,. fl•I' ,,...,_ 
'We dare not disregard the lessons y;~;;...!i:Z.. was an unknown note to John Wilkes Booth from 
of experience." (Lincoln to Sec. of State John M. Clayton, 1849.) <~~=:~ none other than Abraham Lincoln (said to be 

I 
·n ... ~~h~ accompanied by an early 1970s letter authenti-

acknowledge the seeming bipolar pivot to this column with ~""' eating the missive by J. Edgar Hoover at the 
each issue - extreme swings from extolling virtues for our "~-!:!:';~--- F.B.1.!!) "Lot 128: Note from Abraham Lincoln to 
shared passion to exposing the pitfalls and pit vipers along the .---,/1,-h.- __ _,.. -~· -~,,,,---.~-, John Wilkes Booth. 'Mr. Booth, Miss Hale 
coUecting path. This is the nature of the forum. A value-added ~,.,. 'df has requested that we meet. Mrs. Lincoln 

editorial entitles you to effusive praise when appropriate, and / 1 and I would be honored to have you join 
sadly a diatribe when equally necessary. Prepare for the latter. /J ~ / - us this evening. Mr. Forbes will greet you. 

"Experience," as Lincoln opined, remains our best tool as o/VV' • • A. Lincoln.' This letter and photo, accom-
collectors. The acumen we garner with each acquisition .,., ~£.. . ..., panied by the authentication letter from 
instructs. We learn when to seize an opportunity and likewise, ~"1'//f,../ . J. Edgar Hoover, are being sold as one 
one hopes, we appreciate when to back away. This rule applies d lot. Auction estimate: $200,000-
to all manner of buying and selling - including at auction. 7/L-~'W $400,000." But, before you think this one 

From the Publisher 

It would appear there are more auctions than ever in the his- ~----~~~-~ item made the sale, trunk again. The auc-
tory of commerce. The market for Americana provides enough tion also offered "treasures" ranging irom an unknown letter 
business to support large brick-and-mortar houses, mid-level from Lincoln to Jefferson Davis dated only six days prior to the 
catalogs, small niche or estate sellers, and the world of internet start of the Civil War, to unpublished tintypes or Billy the Kid, 
sales. Some prove worthwhile experiences, others are shameful. Jesse and Frank James, etc., etc. (You starting to get the point?) 

This past January, JMW Auctions in Kingston, New York This large assemblage of nonsense had been "shopped" to 
teased in press releases for their ephemera sale "One of the rarest numerous auctioneers over a two year period leading up to U1e 
items - an 1861 handwritten letter signed by Civil War General Kentucky sale. Bill Mastro of MastroNet went so far as to retain 
John A. Dix to Lieutenant Caldwell, stating, 'If anyone attempts to an expert to investigate the items before turning it all away. It 
haul down the American Flag, shoot him on the spot.'" Talk about was even brought to the attention of the Library of Congress who 
evocative history! The quote, originally issued in a telegram - a informed the owners that it was all fraudulent. Well, U you shop 
dispatch that was intercepted and used by the press extensively something long enough, you might find a buyer. In this case they 
in the early days of the War - is known history. The slogan with found an auctioneer willing to sell spurious material. (With each 
Dix's likeness was printed on all sorts of patriotic ephemera catalog description came the disclaimer "You be the judge.") 
including numerous Civil War covers. U real, the item was well So ... what enables all these shenanigans? The supposed pro-
worth the pursuit. Research before the auction failed to source tection of a simple declaration on the part of all auctioneers: ·'All 
the location of U1e original document. The online scans con- sales final, everything sold as is." But, this i.s not true - the "as is, 
firmed the writing to be that of Dix. So ... this merited a drive. where is" disclaimer does not shield an auctioneer from respon-

Some of the country's leading manuscript dealers found sibility for accurately representing an item. Those who think 
their way to the auction. Barb Pengelly and Scott Winslow were they can stand behind that simple declaration in a catalog are 
there as were Peter Klarnet and Scott Russo. This treasure was- fooling themselves. 
n'l going to "slip through the cracks." Unfortunately, the instant Scott Winslow, a respected autograph dealer, has studied 
the document was inspected in person, it was revealed to be a this matter for several years. He informs us that buyers have 
facsimile issue ... a printed souvenir. That fact was communicat- recourse: protection afforded under the Universal Commercial 
ed to the auctioneer by several people in unequivocal language. Code. The misrepresentation of an item in a description Is the 
The piece was no good. When it came to the floor, the lot was bid pivotal issue of liability. When JMW listed the letter as being in 
up to $1.000 and hammered to an absentee bidder. the hand of John Dix, they exposed themselves to responsibility 

In a conversation after the sale, the auctioneer acknowl- under the Consumer Protection Act. That insures representa-
edged knowing the document was not original, stated the bidder lions become warranties ... "goods must be described properly." 
had seen it before the sale, left a bid, and matter-of-factly put it Had the Dix been listed as "possibly written" by the General, 
"Hey, what am I supposed to do?" The correct answer, of course, "may not be" or "should be reviewed by an expert" - creating 
is remove the item from the sale. reasonable expectations - then the matter would be hard to liti-

Unfortunately, such occurrences are hardly unique. Last gate. Under the U.C.C., however, claims that "certain goods or 
year, The Gallery at Knotty Pine in New Hampshire sold a rare services have certain characteristics" (in this case that the doc-
18th century broadside that proved to be two photocopied ument was genuinely written) facilitates a refund. The problem 
sheets on vintage paper glued-together. The house was advised remains that to litigate a refund of $1,000 would cost more than 
by those previewing the auction that the piece was suspect. But three times that amount in legal fees. A more expensive mistake 
they happily sold it to a telephone bidder. When the buyer would certainly be worth such energy and expense. And, in a 
sought to return the item, they made no accommodation what- civil action, Scott reflects that a jury would most definitely be 
soever refusing to deviate from their "all sales are final" caveat. roore sympathetic to the "cheated" buyer than the auctioneer. 
The buyer subsequently took the matter to the New Hampshire Before you despair over the world of auctions, remember 
Board of Auctioneers for a Disciplinary Hearing. there are just as many placing Integrity above a transaction. We 
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---------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER---------------

could cite James Julia who withdrew several Civil War-era banners from a sale last year despite being advised they very well "might" be 
right. If he couldn't be certain, he didn't want to facilitate a sale. Wes Cowan was informed that a Lincoln flag in a recent catalog wasn't 
a "period" textile. He immediately withdrew it from the sale. While you will never find an auctioneer who can accurately present every
thing that goes through his hands, some make a concerted effort. But, the responsibility rests with you - immediately verify the accu
racy of an item when you receive it. No one can be expected to make restitution after the passage of a reasonable amount of time. So, 
do not delay vetting an item once purchased. Needless to say, previewing material in an auction when possible is ~ 
essential. "Experience" teaches us to verify everything ourselves and not to simply accept how it is represented. And, ~ 
experience should teach us with whom to do business and when to shy away. ~ 

What's In The Trunk, cont. 
I had the opportunity to examine these papers as part of an 

appraisal of the collection for the purpose of donation to the 
Library of Congress. In due course, I found a cornucopia of infor
mation detailing the later years of Robert T. and Mary Harlan Lin
coln. These legal files, most simply folded in marked envelopes, 
include financial documents, correspondence, and documents 
that help illustrate a period of generational shift both in terms of 
the Lincoln family and the legacy or Abraham Lincoln in the 
American psyche. Primarily, the papers cover the period of 1910-
35 - the final days for those still living who had any direct, first
hand contact with the President. This is significant in that 
Robert Lincoln was active in preserving the dignity of his father's 
legacy and memory. To that end he only allowed access to his 
father's personal papers to a select few. And, on occasion, he 
destroyed manuscript material deemed too private for public 
consumption. Once he was gone, his control over the record 
would pass as well. Indeed, when he donated these papers to the 
Library of Congress, he stipulated that they could not be made 
available to the public until 21 years past his death. 

This collateral material, retained by the family attorney, tells 
the story of a famous family attempting to preserve some vestige 
of privacy ... a difficult task indeed. Reading through the papers 
we encounter intrusions by charlatans and hucksters, invasive 
questions concerning Robert Lincoln's father - the President's 
life and his demise - all opening a window into the not-so-pleas
ant realties of fame and celebrity. 

The papers also tell the stories of objects and the early his
tory of collecting Lincolniana. Stanton's words, "he belongs to 
the ages" were more than prophetic in light of the vast number 
of relics and souvenirs that the family was asked to comment on. 
Anything Lincoln touched became holy artifact to be cherished, 
treasured, preserved, and yes ... bought and sold. People were 
already collecting Lincoln during his tenure as president. His 
death turned that collecting into a feeding frenzy. 

0 ne of the envelopes in the trunk, marked "President Lin
coln's Clothes," contained a series or letters and news clip
pings that vividly illustrate the rage for Lincoln. On Febru

ary 19, 1924 a Philadelphia auctioneer sold for $6,500 "Clothing 
worn by Abraham Lincoln when he was assassinated in Ford's 
Theater, Washington." Described by the New York Herald to con
sist of "a black suit. the collar stained with blood; wrinkled 
trousers, torn overcoat and faded silk stock," it had purportedly 
been given by Mary Lincoln to Alphonso Donn, a White House 
doorkeeper who had pleaded for them as a memento of his for
mer employer and companion. Then someone smelled a rat. The 
Washington Evening Star ran a story on February 20th implying it 
was fake ("Somebody Cheated Unless Lincoln Wore Couple of 
Coats When Shot") citing a coat on exhibit at the Chicago His-
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torical Society with a similar provenance. .. coming from Charles 
Forbes, Lincoln's footman who in turn gave it to White House 
doorman, Thomas Pendel. 

The Lincoln biographer and collector, Isaac Markens 
became drawn into the dispute after he was asked for his opin
ion, deciding to contact Robert Todd Lincoln. Markens asked if 
he could "throw any light on the matter I will thank you & wlll be 
thus enabled to determine the question about which I have 
about concluded that neither of these two is the genuine suit." 
Lincoln quickly responded in a cordial, yet terse note. After 
acknowledging receipt of Marken's letter, he only added "As I do 
not care to attempt to decide this controversy, and have no 
authentic data bearing upon it, I beg that you will excuse me 
from making any comment whatsoever about the matter." Inter
estingly enough, no one at the time realized that both pieces 
were correct. Reinforcing Robert Lincoln's distaste for journal
ists, the author of the Evening Star didn't bother to read that the 
clothing sold in Philadelphia was Lincoln's suit. The Chicago His
torical Society was in possession of the overcoat. 

This was not the Urst time that the only surviving son of 
Abraham Lincoln had been asked to declare authentic the Lin
coln "death suit." In 1921 Charles Wolcott also contacted Robert 
concerning a suit of clothes offered by Mr. Alphonse Donn, the 
same suit offered in Philadelphia three years later. Woclott asked 
for Lincoln's opinion regarding authenticity. Again he replied 
that he could not comment as to genuineness as he "personally 
never saw them." Lincoln expressed his wish "that they should 
be put out of the way of hereafter becoming articles for sale, but 
I should greatly prefer that they should be kept in great seclu
sion among the possessions of the Museum .. ." Obviously, the 
library and the owners of the suit did not come to terms and the 
suit sold to a "Mr. Douglas" according to another clipping in the 
file. However, "Mr. Douglas" proved to be a "house bidder" as it 
never really sold. Donn's granddaughter, Katherine A. Donn, 
retained the suit and presented it to her daughter who attempt
ed to sell it over the years. Her $50,000 price tag apparently was 
too much. Finally, she relented to a $25,000 oiler in 1968 and the 
suit went to Ford's Theater where it remains on display. 

F Iles related to the assassination were not limited to objects 
but people as well. In October 1921 a story began circulating 
in the national papers concerning one Thomas Proctor, who 

had recently taken refuge as a pauper at Blackwell's Island in 
New York. Proctor claimed to be the renter of the room at the 
Peterson House where Lincoln died. The man had been discov
ered by none other than Dr. Charles A Leale, who was the first 
physician to attend to the gravely wounded Abraham Lincoln on 
the night of April 14, 1865. The two began to talk, reminiscing 
about the events of that fateful evening, remembering that it was 
in Proctor's room and bed where Lincoln spent his final hours. 

continued next page 
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As soon as the articles appeared, Robert Lincoln was inun
dated with letters asking him to verify the authenticity of the 
story and appealing for him to help this poor old man. Brooklyn 
attorney Timothy Daly implored Lincoln to assist in some man
ner a man who was one of "the last links of the chain of memory 
that unites the present with the past..." Others wrote, however, 
disputing Proctor's claim. Markens wrote to Lincoln on the mat
ter taking a swipe at The New York Times: "I doubt not that you 
like myself are wondering what may be the object of the paper 
that 'prints all the news that's fit to print' in bringing out at this 
time these marvelous stories of Thomas Proctor's experience in 
1865. I have written to the editor with a view of having the writer 
call to see me on the subject..." 

Thus a dispute arose over one of the most minutely dissect
ed and well-documented events in American history. For his 
part, Dr. Leale thought Proctor's case qu1te convincing. Accord
ing to the Times, Leale, at age 80, was still a practicing physician 
when he encountered Proctor at Blackwell's Island. The doctor 
reported that Proctor, though sound in body, was a bit weak in 
mind with a very hazy memory. Leale spoke with Proctor for 
some time, and during the course of their conversations, Proc
tor's memories began to return. He revealed that it was his room 
and bed in which Lincoln had died. The veracity of his claim 
seemed reinforced by the fact that Thomas Proctor appeared in 
an early drawing by Albert Berghaus that appeared in Leslie's of 
the scene at the Peterson House. 

But Markens and others were not convinced. First off, Proc
tor claimed to be in the third story bedroom which is problem
atic as Lincoln was carried to the first floor over the basement of 
the boarding house. An article appeared in the New York Herald 
on October 23, 1921 contesting Proctor's account, reproducing 
an April 19, 1865 letter from a William Clark. The eye-witness 
account, first published in Osborne Oldroyd's 1901 work on the 
assassination, established with certainty that Lincoln died on 
the first floor. Citing Proctor's likeness in the Leslie's illustration 
however, they concluded that Proctor was in the room with Lin
coln as he lay dying, it just wasn't in his room! The file does not 
include any record of an effort on Robert Todd Lincoln's part to 
aid the man, but it appears the news stories generated some 
interest in the case. The Episcopal City Mission made arrange
ments for Proctor to live at the St. Andrew's Brotherhood in Gib
sonia, Pennsylvania. There, his hazy memory miraculously 
cleared and he signed a statement making a whole new range of 
claims that had not been reported In the press. Proctor now 
claimed that as ua young man in my early twenties, I met and 
became the confidential friend of Abraham Lincoln. That I was 
given my position in the War Department and the Bureau of 
Returns by order of President Lincoln. That I read and studied 
law under his personal direction." He went on further to claim 
that Lincoln would often come to visit him at his boarding house 
"because he could enjoy a peculiar privacy when burdened with 
the cares of state, and he frequently shared my room in which 
there were tow beds. That state secrets were imparted and 
talked over with me here.n Not only was Lincoln in his room, but 
he held him in his arms as he died and his head was apparently 
resting on his right arm when he died! "I have often felt that I 
inhaled Lincoln's last breath." Frederick Towers and his partner 
Norman Frost investigated these claims. Their January, 1922 
search in the records at the War Department found only that 
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Proctor had made an application lor a position in the Ordinance 
Office in 1863. Nothing else was known except that he lived in 
Washington at the time and that he had been born in Dublin, Ire
land. Frost also went over to the Peterson House to speak with 
Osborne Oldroyd, then the live-in custodian of the house. Oldroyd 
reported that Proctor had visited the house twice and had sworn 
out a statement that he was a border on the third story the night 
of April 14, 1865. Why Proctor had gone to such lengths to embell
lsb his story is unknown. But the old man surely enjoyed some 
attention -following decades of obscurity and poverty and likely 
felt compelled to make his story more interesting. 

The Proctor case demonstrates the strength of the Lincoln 
mystique and efforts his admirers took to associate more close
ly with his legacy. Most were acting with sincere veneration for 
the martyred president. But others had more base motivation 
that threatened to cheapen that legacy. A minor crisis that erupt
ed in 1918 with the death of Mrs. Albert S. Edwards, daughter-in
law of Ninian Wirt Edwards and custodian of the Lincoln Home, 
brings into focus the problems that such people posed for 
Robert Lincoln. 

When the Lincoln family left Springfield in 1861, their house 
at 430 South Eighth Street became a rental property and contin
ued in that capacity until 1893 when Robert Lincoln presented 
the house as a gift to the State of Illinois. That gift was engi
neered by none other than Osborne Oldroyd, the last tenant of 
the house. After taking up residence there in 1883, the Civil War 
veteran and Lincoln admirer and collector, transformed the 
home into a museum of Lincolniana, charging admission at the 
door. (He would later repeatedly deny this). He soon stooped to 
cutting pieces of wood from the house and selling them as sou
venirs. Despite this, he fell behind on his rent and began lobby
ing the state to ask the Lincoln family to donate the house to the 
public. When the state finally asked Robert Lincoln, there was no 
way he could refuse; the house became property of the state 
with Oldroyd serving as custodian at $1,000 per year. Lincoln did 
not pursue the two years back-rent owed by Oldroyd, abhorring 
the publicity. Privately he remarked: "I suppose that in fact my 
present tenant is a dead-beat and that this whole proceeding is 
expected practically to provide him a home free of rent." 

Oldroyd, a staunch Republican, was finally evicted in 1893 
by an incoming state Democratic administration. He and his col
lection moved on to Washington and the Peterson House. 
Despite Robert's pleas to Install Albert S. Edwards, a Democrat 
and relative, Governor Altgeld chose one Herman Hooferkemp. 
(His brief tenure was marked by random acts of insensitivity 
including the hanging of a photograph of John Wilkes Booth on 
the mantel!) In 1896, the Republicans regained the Illinois state
house, and Robert once again had influence over affairs at his 
old home. From that time on, members of the Edwards family 
would act as custodians of the house well into the twentieth cen
tury. There was only one point where this arrangement came 
into doubt and is the subject of the contents of an envelope 
marked in Robert Lincoln's hand: "Lincoln Home October 1918." 
In 1917, in the interest of ethical government and administration, 
tl1e state enacted a civil service act to regulate state jobs. The 
position of Custodian of the Lincoln Home became an official 
civil service position open to any qualified applicant. Meanwhile, 
Albert Edwards had died in 1915. His elderly widow Josephine 
continued in the position with assistance from her daughter, 
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Mary Edwards Brown, Robert 
Lincoln's cousin, was the next to 
last family member to adminis
ter the Springfield home. Her 

death In 1918 left Mary's daughter In con
tention with Herbert Welles Fay for that Job. This letter from Fay to Robert 

Todd Lincoln details his application to be Custodian. That appointment, howev
er, had recently been placed on the newly-created state civil service list. If 

Robert Lincoln and the Governor of Illinois had not intervened, Fay would have 
been able to litter the Home with his vast collection. Instead, Fay moved his 
photos and relics to the Tomb after becoming custodian of that site In 1921. 

Mary. When Josephine died in 1918, the job fell into the pool of 
open civil service jobs, and Mary's future at the home was in 
doubt. In October, Robert received an urgent letter from a 
cousin, Louise Howard Keys, who reported that Josephine was 
near death and was writing "knowing that there will be ... appli
cations for the custodianship who are in no way connected with 
you or yours. I feel sure that you will agree that as long as any of 
the Edwards family live, they should have charge or the Home
stead .. ." She recommended Mary Edwards Brown as she had 
already been working there helping her ailing mother and she 
needed the position to support her and her sister. That letter, 
dated October 3, 1918, was followed by a flurry of telegrams from 
Keys - Josephine died the following day. Keyes and Mary Brown 
urged Robert to immediately contact Governor Frank 0. Lowden. 

Robert telegramed the Governor who promptly intervened. 
On October 7, Lowden wrote back kYOUR TELEGRAM OCTOBER 
FIFTH RECEIVED PERIOD I EXPECT TO APPOINT MRS MARY 
EDWARDS BROWN CUSTODIAN OF THE LJNOLN HOME EVEN If' I 
HAVE TO ASK THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FOR SPECIAL LEGISLA
TION AUTHORJZING ME TO DO SO." The file includes a copy of 
Lowden's plea to the Civil Service Commission. He wrote: "A 
very delicate situation has arisen here as to the appointment of 
a successor to Mrs. Edwards Custodian of the Lincoln Home. Her 
daughter Mrs. Mary Edwards Brown really did most of the work 
during the last years of Mrs. Edwards's life who as you know was 
a niece of Mrs. Lincoln. The entire Lincoln family and Springfield 
as well have a right to resent bitterly the idea that she should be 
driven from the Lincoln Home In favor of some civil service 
appointee. This property was given to the State in trust by 
Robert T. Lincoln and it has always been assumed that some 
member of the Lincoln or Edwards family so long as there should 
be one should act as Custodian. I confess it seems to me rather 
hard that on the day when we dedicate a statue to Abraham Lin
coln we should drive from his home a member of his family in 
favor of a stranger ... " On October 10, the Governor was happy to 
report that the state Civil Service Commission appreciated the 
situation after receiving the above-quoted telegram and had 
granted her a temporary placement. The next week he wrote 
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again promising to request the state assembly to act "to exempt 
this place by law from the classified service, so that a similar sit
uation may not arise." 

Lowden noted that a civil service examination for the post 
had been held before either he or anyone in Springfield got wind. 
Mary Brown had not taken the examination though others had 
which would have placed them next in line on the civil service 
list. One of these civil service applicants was Herbert Welles Fay, 
who made a personal appeal to Robert Lincoln following Gover
nor Lowdei's efforts on behalf of the Edwards family. Writing 
from DeKalb in December of 1918, Fay suggested to Lincoln that 
his collection of photographs should be located at the Lincoln 
Home at Springfield. Fay, who would later become the profiteer
ing custodian of the Lincoln Tomb wrote: "Wben an organized 
effort was made to get my collection of 'A Million Pictures' locat
ed at Springfield, Ill., the first suggestion was the Lincoln Home
stead. This was because over 4,000 of the pictures relate to Lin
coln." Assuring Lincoln of his integrity, he declared "from the 
start I declined to be a candidate against Ms. Edwards. When she 
died, I still insisted that I would do nothing to disturb Mrs. 
Edwards. I took the civil service examination along with her with 
this understanding. It will be seen that I have again given way to 
a Lincoln relation, relinquish rights given me by the laws of the 
state." Fay left it open to Lincoln, trusting that he would give him 
"a letter of use in event of a future vacancy at the Lincoln Home
stead or other suitable place for such a collection." 

Fay then proceeded to remind Robert of a meeting they had 
twenty years earlier when he had showed Lincoln his vast col
lection, which included "about 100 sittings of your father. You 
said that you had never seen as many before ... tt Several weeks 
later Lincoln wrote to Governor Lowden mentioning the letter 
from Fay describing briefly his large collection and his commu
nication to him. He confided to Lowden that while "There is of 
course nothing to be said against Mr. Fay's activities" he worried 
that his running a private business in the Lincoln home would be 
"quite another matter.tt Lowden immediately replied to Lincoln 
on the subject agreeing "it would be a desecration if the Lincoln 
Home should be used for the purpose of exploiting someone's 
business. I think I may say to you that this wiU not be done." 

It is most certain that Lincoln had the memory of Osborne 
Oldroyd when he contemplated the prospect of Fay using his 
boyhood home as a museum for a personal collection of pho
tographs and relics. Lowden was not in office to prevent Fay 
from obtaining the position of custodian of the Lincoln Tomb in 
1921, another choice position on the civil service list. What 
would have occurred in the Lincoln home would now be played 
out in the Tomb over the next three decades. In the end, both 
sites would come under more professional management: the Lin
coln Tomb came under the State Conservation Department in 
1951; the Lincoln Home came under the management of the 
National Park Service in 1971. 

T hough Robert Lincoln was largely silent on characters like 
Fay and Oldroyd, he was less shy to express his opinion 
about others trying to profit on the Lincoln name. One of the 

greatest annoyances in that department for Robert was Wlllian1 
Herndon. Hemdon's 1889 biography of Abraham Lincoln was a 
source of great embarrassment. The project had begun inno
cently enough. Soon after Lincoln's death, his former law partner 
began collecting material on the pre-presidential career, travel-

continued next page 
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ing to take interviews from those who knew Lincoln. 
Although Robert Lincoln already had some reservations 
about Herndon's character, he chose at first to be coop
erative ... allowing access to papers held by David Davis 
concerning the 1854 and 1858 senatorial races. Lincoln 
quickly soured on Herndon when the latter began to raise 
the subject of Ann Rutledge in public lectures. Despite 
appeals by Robert, Herndon continued to tell the story. 

Herndon's early and close association with the Pres
ident lent his account a gravitas that Robert Lincoln 
could only partially attack. After all, Herndon's portrait of 
the 'human' Lincoln, not the statesman and martyr, was 
appealing to a wide public. His lectures, however, were 
not enough to pay the bills, and in 1869 he sold off a copy 
of his collection of records to Ward Hill Lamon. Those 
papers were used by Chauncey Black to author a life of 
Lincoln well before Herndon's 1889 book. 

The late of the Herndon papers occasioned Wayne 
Whipple to write to Robert Lincoln in 1908 requesting 
information on their whereabouts. Lincoln responded 
that he hadn't the slightest idea, adding, "It may not sur
prise you to know that my 
regard for Herndon or any
body connected with him is 
not great. It was after my 
father's death, I became con
vinced that he was actuated 
by an intense malice... The 
malice arose, I am quite sure, 
from the fact that my 
father could not see his 
way, in view of Herndon's 
personal character, to 
give him some lucrative 
employment during the 
war of the rebellion. 
Those who knew Herndon 
personally could well 
understand the reasons 
for that. L have endeav
ored for my own peace of 
mind to refrain from think-
ing much about him, and I 
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absolutely know nothing 
of the location of the man
uscript or his stories .. ." 

Five years later, 
Isaac Markens wrote to 
Robert Lincoln noting 
that he was in posses
sion of a copy of a letter 
from Robert "reflecting 
pretty severely upon a 

Robert Lincoln's deed of gift of his 
father's personal papers to the Library 
of Congress, January 23, 1923. They 
had been placed on deposit four years 
earlier. The document stipulates the 
papers were to remain off.limits to 
scholars and the public for twenty
one years following Robert's death. 

certain party who was close to your father before his 
election to the Presidency." He warned Lincoln that the 
letter will "figure in a sale of Lincolniana to be beld short
ly." On the condition of anonymity, he promised to reveal 
more. A week later, on November 3, 1913, Markens wrote 
again with further details attesting that he had tran-

How I FOUND THE LOST INSANTIY LETIERS 

Jason Emerson 

In 1928, Mary Harlan Lincoln, wife of the late Robert Lincoln, pur
chased Crom a woman named Myra Pritchard thirty-two letters written 
by Mary Todd Lincoln between the years 1872 and 1878. Pritchard, the 
granddaughter of Myra Bradwell, the person to whom the letters were 
addressed, was set to publish a history of Mary Lincoln's life based on 
the letters In her possession. Mary Harlan Lincoln bought the letters to 
prevent their publication and presumably to destroy them, although it is 
unknown for certain what she did with them. After the sale, the letters 
vanished. 

In March 2005, while doing research at Hildene, Robert Lincoln's 
Vermont home, I discovered two letters written by Frederic N. Towers 
about Myra Prltchard's visit to Hildene. Both letters referred to Myra 
Pritchard as the owner of the "lost" Mary Lincoln-Myra Bradwell corre
spondence, and about to publish them as a book. I realized these letters 
had never before been seen or published in the Lincoln historiography. 
While looking for Bradwell/Pritchard family descendants, I read a biog
raphy of Myra Bradwell called Americas First Woman Lawyer, by Jane M. 
Friedman, which contained an entire chapter describing the sale of the 
insanity letters based on primary Pritchard family information. Follow
ing Friedman's citations, I tracked down Myra Pritchard's distant rela
tive, James Gordon, who had legal documentation concerning the letter 
sale episode and its aftermath. Gordon did not have the insanity letters 
or the book manuscript, but still had the legal correspondence and Hies 
relating to the materials and the Mary Harlan Lincoln episode. 

Realizing that the story was a legal affair, and knowing none of the 
Insanity materials were anywhere in any Lincoln collections that I could 
find, I decided to seek out the files of the Lincoln family attorneys from 
the Washington, D.C. firm of Frost & Towers. A few months later - a 
total of five months after I found the first two letters at Hildene - I spoke 
with Frederic C. Towers on the telephone In early August 2005. He told 
me that during a recent move he had uncovered an old steamer trunk in 
his attic that had belonged to his father, labeled "F.N. Towers Lincoln 
Papers." The trunk was filled mostly with hundreds of legal papers of 
Robert T. and Mary Harlan Lincoln, but included as well were materials 
pertaining to Mary Todd Lincoln's insanity episode. Towers had found 
not only photographic and handwritten copies of numerous letters by 
Mary Lincoln, but also all the legal documentation of the sale by Myra 
Pritchard to Mary Harlan Lincoln, as well as Prltchard's entire unpub
lished manuscript. Mr. Towers and his siblings were at that point decid
ing what to do with them - whether to keep them, sell them or donate 
them to a Lincoln-related museum. 

After much discussion and follow-up, Towers and his siblings 
allowed me to write the story of their letters. I asked him why he thought 
his father kept copies of the insanity letters, and whether he believed 
Mary Harlan Lincoln knew he had them. Towers had no firm answer, yet 
he supposed that his father kept the documents, the letters, and the 
Pritchard manuscript probably without Mary Harlan Lincoln's knowledge 
or consent. He did not believe his father did this out of spite, but rather 
out of a sense of duty to posterity. The reason was that Robert Lincoln's 
attorney, Frederic N. Towers, according to his son, personally witnessed 
Robert Lincoln burning family letters and, as he vehemently opposed 
such destruction, he may have decided to save the insanity materials to 
prevent more hlstorical loss. The truth most likely will never be known. 
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---------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER---------------
scribed the letter from the original sent to .-------------------, proceeds to rehash a lot of libelous innu-
Whipple and that Whipple had rusposed of The Significance of the Letters endoes ... " Hertz also intimated that some 
the original, possibly selling it to Major W. of the material had been suppressed by 
H. Lambert of Philadelphia who was plan- Jason Emerson Herndon and not even read by Weik. 
ning to sell off his Lincoln collection in early Hertz characterized the collection 
1914. Markens offered to use his influence The "insanity" letters I discovered in the as original source material. Towers said 
to stop the sale, but Lincoln demurred as Frederic N. Towers trunk document a long and Herndon 's papers carried "no more 
we was not embarrassed by his opinion of intimate correspondence between Mary Lin- weight than something I might write 
William Herndon. Writing to Markens in coin and Myra and James Bradwell, Mary's about a deceased friend, and cannot be 
1920, Lincoln recalled his 1913 statements legal advisors and the people most responsi- regarded as being any more than Hem
and elaborated: "You expressed a feeling ble for securing her release from Bellevue don's opinions regarding President Lin
that for some reason it would be inadvls- Place Sanitarium. The letters were known to coin. I submit this and other material of 
able that this opinion of mine should have existed but never found. ft was assumed this like kind is Herdoniana - not Lin
become public, because you could not rec- Robert Lincoln destroyed them, not only colniana .. : Indeed, nothing in the col
oncile it with Hemdon's account of his rela- because they proved so elusive, but also lection, according to Towers, was not 
tions with my father. No doubt in the early because he had previously admitted attempt- already published in Hemdon's three 
days of their association, my father's rela- Ing to destroy all of his mother's correspon- volumes on the subject. "I have it on 
tions with Herndon were close, but the fact dence from the Insanity period. my desk in three volumes ... And do you 
is, that his personal habits became bad and Many historians have tried and failed to beLieve that with all the dirty rot in the 
as time went on he became untrustworthy find the letters, which only added to their book, Weik or Herndon or anybody else 
and irresponsible, and I have been told that mythos. Biographer W. A. Evans wrote In 1932, suppressed anything. I don't; but Mr. 
upon my father's departure from Spring- "It is to be regretted that we have nothing of Hertz would have the Congress believe 
field, they became so bad as to make him the Bradwell correspondence except the tradl- that some pure, virgin spring of Lincoln 
entirely untrustworthy as a business man. tlon." Ruth Painter Randall dismissed the lost data has been found - and awaits only a 
My father had taken him up as a young man letters In 1953 In one sentence, "Her letters to key (a golden one!) Crom the hand of 
but when in 1861 he was left uncontrolled in the Bradwells have vanished." The compilers Congress to make it available to a 
Springfield, his tendencies had their way of Mary's life and letters, Justin and Linda deserving and impatient public. Let the 
and he became impossible ... " Turner, wrote In 1972, MNone of Mrs. Lincoln's public visit a second-hand bookstore, 

The Herndon drama did not end with letters to the Bradwells remains, and there is or any Library, and it will find Hern
Robert's death. In 1934, a dispute arose reason to believe Robert had theirs destroyed, don's three volumes." In the end, the 
with biographer Emmanuel Hertz who was so damning were they to him." The admlnls- Library of Congress purchased the 
campaigning to have the Library of Con- trators of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential papers in 1941 from G.A. Baker and Co. 
gress purchase one of the two duplicate Library and Museum found the mystery of the 
sets of Herndon 's papers - this, being the lost letters so Intriguing they included mention H erndon was not the only one to 
set used by Jesse W. Weik to compose of them In the museum's 2005 "Ghosts of the vex the Lincoln family with unau-
much of Herndon's 1889 biography. When Library" presentation. thorized biographies and mem-
Weik died in 1930, the papers were pur- Prior to the finding of these letters, only oirs. Others would attempt to pawn off 
chased by a group of dealers. Lincoln's old eleven letters written by Mary Llncoln were "authorized" works upon an unsuspect
confidante, Fred Towers, found the notion known to exist for the period 1874-1875. This ing public. In one bizarre case, a man 
of the Library of Congress purchasing cache adds eight more letters for this time approached several publishers and 
such "rot" ridiculous, as there was nothing period, but also includes letters from 1872- authors in connection with a supposed 
new about this so-called "source material" 1873 and 1876-1878. This is important because, volume in preparation by Robert Lin
(as Hertz had characterized it). At the as the Turners wrote, "Letters written by Mary coin himself on his father. 
time, Hertz was working on an edited edi- Lincoln In the period between 1871 and 1876 On April 28, 1922 Robert Lincoln 
tion of Hemdon's papers to be published today are the rarest of items," while nearly all received a letter from H. G. Dwight of 
in 1938, The Hidden Lincoln From the let- existent letters from 1877 until her death In the State Department advising him that 
ters and Papers of William H. Herndon. 1882 were merely about flnanclal matters. "If a stranger takes the liberty of intrud-

ln Towers's correspondence, he repre- The lost letters offer numerous new ing upon you, it is to warn you against 
sents Hertz as irrational and contradictory. Insights into Mary's mental and physical con- possible annoyance by a person who 
He quotes Hertz, referencing the Herndon dition before, during and after the 1875 insanl- appears to be acting without authoriza
papers, in a letter to Congressman George ty episode; on the actions she took to secure tion in your name." Dwight recalled, 
A. Donde.ro: "'I have been fighting as hard her freedom from the sanitarium, on the opin- "Three days ago I received a call at my 
as I know how to have the Library of Con- Ions of her family and friends of her lncarcera- office in the State Department form a 
gress buy the collection in order to seal up tlon, on her friendship with and dependence man having the appearance of a gentle
all that is unfair to Lincoln - now you come on the family of Myra Bradwell, on the man, who presented me a card of intro
and charge me with doing the very oppo- estrangement between Mary and her son duction from my friend Mr. E. F. Saxton 
site.' And yet in his resume he makes it Robert as a result of the Insanity episode, and of the publishing firm of George F. 
clear that the collection is, at least in his on her life in Europe after incarceration, about Doran & Co., New York. The name of my 
opinion, 'The most important collecti.on of which very little is known. caller was R. C. LeSeueur, and he stated 
unused Lincoln material in existence', and that I had been recommended to him 

continued next page 
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If Clifford Irving thought he had a novel idea, he 
was mistaken. A letter from Robert Lincoln to the 
author Hamlin Garland concerning a certain •w 

Lescher" (LeSeueur) who was busy conning pub
lishers Into believing that he had a memoir of 
Abraham Lincoln as told to him by Robert. 

by Mr. Saxton as 
being a person 
qualified to collab
orate with you in 
preparing a volume 
of letters and remi
niscences of your 
father." Dwight 
begged off, citing 
the demands of his 
job, but did refer 
him to a competent 
lawyer In Washing
ton that could assist 
Mr. LeSeueur. Then 
yesterday, "I received 
a letter from Mr. Sax
ton, saying that Mr. 
LeSeueur had come 
to Mr. Doran with 

very good letter of introduction from England, but that it had 
been learned that he had no authority to act in your name and 
that it would be inadvisable to let him have any money." The 
attorney was not as lucky, having endorsed a check from the 
man before he departed for New York to visit the of(ices of 
George H. Doran, publisher of The Bookman. The man so 
intrigued the publlsher, that Doran telephoned Lincoln's secre
tary in Washington to arrange a meeting to discuss the upcom
ing work. Lincoln politely declined a trip to New York, writing 
"While it would be most agreeable to meet you persona.Uy at any 
time the condition of my health forbids my considering any mat
ter of publication." Apparently, he did not realize that this call 
was in relation to the supposed "memoirs" as the note from Lin
coln's secretary only reads: "Telephone call from New York ask
ing if Mr. Lincoln can see Mr. Doran on Wednesday morning at 
about 10:00 o'clock." 

Saxton must have received word from Dwight in Washington 
soon afterwards about the deception. Saxton rang Lincoln's sec
retary and explained the matter. He decided to follow up with an 
apology to Robert Lincoln regarding the entire Leseueur matter, 
remarking that "the story that he told of his association with you 
and of the manner in which he was preparing the manuscript on 
your father, while rather extraordinary in many details, seemed 
highly important to us and worthy of very careful investigation. 
It was for this reason we asked Mr. Farrar, who happened to be 
going to Washington in connection with The Bookman, to call on 
you and explain the circumstances ... " Farrar, in hls investigation 
confirmed, "that Mr. Lesuer completely misrepresented the 
case." Saxton also "had additional evidence of his untrustwor
thiness from the fact that he abused a card of introduction which 
I gave him to a personal friend, Mr. H. G. Dwight of the State 
Department, to secure the endorsement of a check." 

Presumably the jig was up for this aspiring Clifford l.rving, but 
he continued in his efforts ... no matter how doomed to failure. 
Three weeks passed since Lincoln heard on the matter: the author, 
Hamlin Garland, wrote to inform Lincoln that he had "just been 
talking with Mr. 'Lescher' concerning a MS which he wants me to 
edit and write an introduction for." Garland, whose fictional works 
idealized the hard-working Midwestern farmer, and who wrote a 
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full-length biography of Ulysses S. Grant, found the offer to write 
an introduction to the book "deeply moving to me." He added, ''Mr. 
Lecher said that you had expressed to him a knowledge of my 
work and that you were desirous that I should have some part in 
the introduction of your story to the public." He requested Lincoln 
wire him to affirm the truth of the account as he was leaving town 
very soon. Interestingly Mr. Le Sueur/LesseurfLescher also 
promised to bring "some of the MS» before Garland was to depart. 

Lincoln promptly sent a telegram warning Garland about the 
charlatan. Garland responded the next day thanking him for the 
advice noting "All that I know of Mr. Lescher was rather unfavor
able and yet he definitely assured me that he had thirty thou
sand words of the MS, and that he would tum over the rest in 
London, in ten days or so. It was all so incredible and I had so IJt
tle time to investigate that I was forced to infer he was telling me 
the truth, and throw myseU on your kindness." He concluded that 
the man must be "mentally irresponsible. What can he mean by 
telling a thing that can be proven false in a moment by you? It is 
all very strange. However I am in position to meet him if he turns 
up again. He has promised to meet me at the train tomorrow 
norning [sic] with the ms ... I shall tell him - if he turns up- that l 
can have nothing to do with anything not authorized by you." 

Our culprit would surface once more as a "Mr. Allen" accord
ing to the publisher S. S. McClure. He wrote Lincoln in June 
reporting an encounter with the man who desired to serialize in 
McClure's the Robert Lincoln memoirs. According to McClure, 
Allen had left for Washington to "see you and was going to let me 
hear from him during Friday." Our mysterious pretender then 
disappears from view leaving us to wonder if he had indeed gone 
to the trouble of writing a manuscript to further the fraud! 

T hough Robert was able to destroy papers he thought too 
private for public consumption, a few pieces managed to 
survive in the Towers holding. One scrap reveals another 

trial for the Lincoln family in the form of a single, dramatic letter 
to Robert Lincoln. (Jle 
found nothing else relative 
to this issue while examin-
ing the papers.) Jessie Har-
lan Lincoln (1875-1948) was 
the youngest of the three 
children of Robert and 
Mary Harlan Lincoln. She 
had the reputation of being 
a bit of a wild child, though 
details are few and sketchy. 
In her youth she had fallen 
in love with a college foot
ball star named Warren W. 
Beckwith. Against the wish
es of her parents, Jessie 
eloped with Beckwith and 
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A Lincoln scandal? Jesse Harlan Lincoln, black sheep of the family, probably 
caused more heartache for her father than perhaps even his mother or 

WIiiiam Herndon. She married at an early age, against her father's wishes. 
Following divorce from her first husband, she married the respectable diplo

mat Frank Johnson. By 1921 the couple had separated. In this letter, Johnson 
asks his father-in-law's assistance to obtain a divorce. 
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the couple had three children. The couple divorced in 1907. In 
1915 she married diplomat Frank Edward Johnson, but the mar
riage was tumultuous. By 1921 the couple had been separated 
for some time when a frustrated Johnson, then posted in 
Havana, wrote directly to Robert Todd Lincoln: 

Since Jessie sold her house at 3038 N. Street, I have not heard 
from her. She sold it without my knowledge or approval. Of course 
the house was hers, but I had put a lot of money into making it liv
able. When I went to Washington in July of 19191 found a man liv
ing there with Robert and Jessie. They /ell me al 3038 and went off 
on a cruise on Mr. Randolph's yacht without a chaperone. The only 
solution seems a divorce and I wonder whether you will secure one 
for me or advise me how to go about it and on what grounds the 
petition should be based, 'Desertion from bed and board' or 
'Incompatibility of temperament'. I know that you and Mrs. Lincoln 
do not want any publicity, neither do I. If you will have the papers 
prepared and forwarded to me to be acknowledged and swom 
before the proper officials in Habana, it will keep things quiet. With 
kindest regards to you and Mrs. Lincoln, I am ... 

The couple did not officially divorce until 1925, and the fol
lowing year Jessie married none other than that same Robert J. 
Randolph. Having divorced the near-do-well Beckwith, and then 
married to a more-than-respectable career diplomat Johnson, 
the prospect of a messy divorce (replete with accusations of 
fllngs with multiple partnersQ was a most distasteful prospect. 
Fortunately for the Lincoln family, things stayed quiet. Jessie's 
third marriage was announced jn Time Magazine on January 10, 
1927: "Married. Mrs. Jessie Lincoln Johnson, granddaughter of 
Abraham Lincoln; to Robert J. Randolph, of Manhattan; in Wash
ington. The groom's family is that of the Virginia Randolphs, 
famed statesmen of '76 and later." 

Robert Lincoln not only had to defend against obscure 
opportunists, he also found himseU defending his father's 
legacy against powerful politicians... invokjng Abraham 

Lincoln's name for political purposes. Theodore Roosevelt pro
voked Robert's ire in 1912 with just such comments. The Towers 
papers include an undated typed and hand-edited letter to Pres
ident Taft, detailing his opposition to the image of his father 
being used in campaigns. Found in a folder marked "Letter to 
President Taft RTL,tt it appears to be a draft of a 1912 letter to 
President Taft, who was then caught in a three-way battle 
between himsel[, Woodrow Wilson and the renegade Bull Moose 
Theodore Roosevelt. He sought to address "repeated assertions 
by Mr. Roosevelt, that his attitude on certain rarucal doctrines is 
supported by the recorded views of my father ... n He character
ized Roosevelt's "'New Nationalfam' ... a proposed revolution, 
peaceful perhaps, but a revolution. In support oi these revolu
tionary doctrines, which if successful would abolish the form 
and the sprit of our existing government, and surely, I think, lead 
to attempted dictatorships, resort is had to what is claimed to be 
the words and teachings or President Lincoln ... " Specifically, he 
asserted the words of the Gettysburg Address had been "delib
erately altered" to support Roosevelt's arguments, not thinking 
" ... the public wishes the Gettysburg speech to be re-written and 
its words changed by anyone however distinguished for any pur
pose, least of all in order to support a proposition that President 
Lincoln could not possibly had had in mind ... " 

Numerous papers in the Towers trunk involve the family's 
disposal of papers and relics from Abraham Lincoln. In 1919 
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Robert placed his father's personal papers on deposit at the 
Library of Congress. Por years, they had been housed in a set of 
trunks that Robert brought with him each time he changed resi
dence. These were the same papers that Nicolay and Hay had 
poured over in their monumental biography of Lincoln. A hand
written receipt by Acting Librarian Appleton P. C. Griffin at the 
Library of Congress notes the stipulation of the deposit will 
"kept from the public" and only one library official was to be In 
charge of arranging the papers under Robert's supervisfon. Only 
Robert would have authority to grant access to any third party. 

In January 1923, Robert Lincoln formally donated the papers 
to the Library with the same conditions as the deposit: "placed 
in a sealed vault or compartment and carefully preserved from 
official or public inspection or private view until after the expi
ration of twenty-one (21) years from Lhe date of my death." He 
explained his reasoning in that some of the papers pertained to 
private matters involving people still alive. Robert later amended 
the restrictions upon the Lincoln Papers to allow his wife access 
to the papers, vested with the authority to grant exceptions to 
worthy researchers. He also allowed the Librarian of Congress to 
index the collection "to the end that their safety may be pre
served against the time when they shall be opened to the pubic." 
The Towers files are filled with numerous scholarly requests to 
gain access to the papers, all of which were denied - even those 
from Logan Hay of the Abraham Lincoln Association. 

At the time of Robert Lincoln's death, numerous private Lin
coln keepsakes still appear in family hands. Mary Harlan Lincoln 
donated to L.O.C. a cache of books from Abraham Lincoln's 
library in 1928. She would give Robert Lincoln's military com
missions and his appointment as Secretary of War in 1933. In 
1928, a large safe deposit box at the American Security and Trust 
Company containing some of the family's most treasured 
mementoes including the family bible, "l cup, said to have been 
last used by AL, 1 revolver, inscribed Abraham Lincoln, a bible 
used during one of his inaugurations, the bowie knife RTL used 
when passing thru Baltimore, etc." The final item on the list was 
a small box, "contain-
ing contents of AL's ..,. ,,...,. ... cc.,.u .. .,.,,. 1tl.tOll'lll• 

pockets on night of 
April 14th, 1865": 

n. t'bllnlDt" ant•lH of er ul.aUlll'. la 
trut4u1 u-.oi..t 

2 prs. spectacles 
1 spectacle cleaner 
I handkerchief, 
marked 'A Lincoln' 
I pocket knife 
1 small wallet 
l pin for tie, marked 
'L', 1 charm, of pyra
mid shape, for 
watch chain. 

T hese are but a 
few of the sto
ries found in 

attorney Frederick 

Though much of Abraham Lincoln's papers and 
relics had been either donated to institutions or had 
been gobbled up by collectors, the family still con
trolled some of the most personal artifacts after 

Robert Lincoln's death in 1926. 

Towers steamer trunk. Although much of the other material con
tained here will be source material for two forthcorrung works, 
there are still stories waiting to be told. The collection includes 
correspondence ranging from the family finances to papers con-

continued next page 
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cerning the Robert Lincoln Memorial, the burial place of Abraham Lincoln a, and other family matters. 
In one regard, the documents reinforce the dignified manner in which Robert Lincoln carried himself and 

his father's legacy. At the same time, it does underscore the struggle any public person has with the outside 
world. The Lincoln family came under a vast public microscope in 1861 and never really left it. The death of 
Abraham Lincoln sealed them to that fate: part American royalty, part curiosity. To this end, as many in the pub
lic eye do, they chose to edit and suppress certain aspects of their lives and history that appeared unseemly. 

Though the papers demonstrate a public family's desire for a degree of privacy, they also tell another story: 
the history of relics and papers still treasured by scholars and collectors today. The collection also provides a 
window into the unfolding of historical memory, as is exemplified in the case of Thomas Proctor. Finally it adds 
relief to an important period in the ever-unfolding understanding of Abraham Lincoln: the point in which most 
of the original participants and onlookers passed from the world. No longer could they actively influence the 
legacy of Abraham Lincoln - it was now in the hands of librarians and historians. ~ 

"As I would not be a slave. so I would not be a master - This expresses my idea of democracy - Whatever differs from this, to the extent of the difference, is no 
democracy." One of the treasures Included in the 1928 settlement with Myra Pritchard was this oft-quoted passage in Lincoln's hand. The Towers photograph of this 

document pictured above. The original would eventually find its way to the Abraham Lincoln Association. The quote was given by Mary Lincoln to Myra Bradwell 
who helped secure Mary's release from the asylum. Unsigned, the Bradwell's had affixed another sheet bearing Lincoln's signature before giving it to Pritchard. 

A Brief Biography of Robert Todd Lincoln 
Jason Emerson 

Robert Todd Lincoln, born in 1843, was the oldest of the four Lincoln boys. He did preparatory 
work at Philips Exeter Academy in 1859, and spent the years 1860-1864 studying at Harvard College. 
Robert wanted to join the Union army as soon as the War began, but his mother objected, and the 
President acquiesced to his wife. Robert spent a few lackluster months at Harvard Law School in late 
1864, but in early 1865 was finally allowed to join the army as an assistant adjutant general of volun
teers on General Ulysses S. Grant's staff. 

After Abraham Lincoln's assassination, Robert moved with his family to Chicago and continued 
his study of the law. He began the practice of his profession in 1867. After one unprofitable partner
ship and some time on his own, Robert c<Hounded the law office of Isham and Lincoln in 1872. The 
firm eventually became one o{ the most prestigious In Chicago, working cases that ranged from local 
issues up to the U.S. Supreme Court. They represented some of the most important businesses and 
men in America such as the Pullman and Commonwealth Edison Companies, millionaires Marshall 
Field and Walter L. Newberry, and Chicago Tribune Editor Joseph Medill. 

Robert T. Lincoln (he never used his middle name, only his middJe initial) was a very enthusias
A CErte de visite photograph of 

Robert Todd Lincoln from his stu
dent days at Harvard, circa 1861. tic and ardent Republican, but he had no interest in publlc life and never ran for office. fn 1881, he was 

----------- appointed President James A. Garfield's Secretary of War; in 1889, he was made President Benjamin 
Harrison's minister to Great Britain. The Republican Party tried five times to nominate Robert to run for president, but each time 
he declined. "The Presidential office is but a gilded prison. The care and worry outweigh, to my mind, the honor which surrounds 
the position," Robert famously declared in 1887. After the death of his only son, Abraham Lincoln fl, called "Jack" by the family, in 
1890, Robert lost interest in tbe law and turned to business. He eventually became president of the Pullman Car Company, then its 
chairman of the board. He died in 1926, at age 82, a sell-made multi-millionaire. 

Throughout his life, Robert Lincoln was the preserver, protector and defender of his father's legacy. He rarely gave anyone 
access to his father's papers, but he often offered advice and opinions on his father's image as portrayed in art and his legacy in 
books and articles. Robert Lincoln, however, despised journalists and considered them inveterate hacks and liars. As he once wrote 
to his friend, John Hay, when asking him to print an article about his mother's commitment to a sanitarium, "It will be a 'triumph of 
journalism· for there isn't a lie in it, but you must not tell the personal column man so, or he would a 't touch it with a pair of tongs." 
He was also a very Victorian man, reticent and private. His distaste for publicity and for revealing personal items led many to con
sider him cold and aloof, a snobby aristocrat. But his friends unanimously said that Robert was, like his father, a very gregarious 
and funny man, full of life and charity, and always ready to tell a good story. 

While Robert was proud of his father, he was embarrassed by his mother's final years and at one time sought to destroy all 
Mary Lincoln's correspondence written during and after her commitment to a sanitarium. He rarely ever spoke of his mother, and 
even then only with his close friends and family. It is also known that Robert destroyed some of his parents' letters that he consid
ered too personal to be made public. Robert's wife, Mary Harlan Lincoln, was even more private than her husband. She knew of 
Robert's desire to suppress his mother's letters, which led Mary Harlan to purchase the letters from Myra Pritcl1ard In 1928. She 
also continued Robert's practice of donating family items to the Library of Congress and of refusing access to all historians until the 
time, in 1947, specified by Robert. Mary Harlan Lincoln died in 1937. The two surviving Lincoln daughters, Mamie and Jessie, and 
their children, had little interest or knowledge of their Illustrious grandparents, and kept themselves completely aloof from later his
torians; they occasionally gave family heirlooms to friends or museums, or sold items to collectors. 
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Rogers 's Council of' War, cont. 
ment and culture, while the rich and 
renowned often had them in their ornate
ly overblown Victorian parlors. An 1873 
photograph exists, for example, of Gener
al George C. Custer, relaxing in the study 
of his home at Fort Lincoln, South Dakota, 
and leaning on a table on which sits a 
Rogers Group. I 

For Lincoln buffs, a Rogers Group of 
great interest is "The Council of War" 
(hereafter "CoW"). It depicts a meeting 
between President Lincoln, Secretary of 
War Edwin Stanton, and General Ulysses S. 
Grant. A June 1872 article on the piece in 
the American Historical Record noted that 
"the occasion was the council at which 
the campaign of 1864 was determined 
upon, which was followed by Grant's 
order on the I st of May for the advance of 
the great armies of the Republic against 
the principal forces of the Confederates."2 

Through an intermediary, Rogers 
received advice on the grouping's theme 
and arrangement from Secretary Stanton 
himself; in a letter to a John Clifford of 
New Bedford, Massachusetts on May 7, 
1867, Stanton noted that such a group 
depiction "would require no accessories 
but a roll or a map in the hands of the Gen
eraJ. "3 Rogers would, of course, alter the 
Secretary's suggestion so as to place the 
map in the hands of the President. 

John Rogers journeyed to Washington 
In 1867 to personally interview and photo
graph both Secretary Stanton and General 
Grant as the basis for his work; for Presi
dent Lincoln's depiction, he relled on 
numerous photographs. When the CoW 
was patented on March 31, 1868, it proved 
to be both a commercial and critical suc
cess. The Council was one of Rogers's best 
selling pieces, and while some critical 
opinion differed as to the "staid" and "stiff' 
depiction of General Grant, a critic in a 
New York Evening Post article on February 
7, 1868 noted "with special pleasure the 
sculptor's realistic treatment of Stanton, 
portrayed in the act of wiping the dust 
from his spectacles," a "familiar habit with 
the Secretary when he is thinking hard."4 

Critics, both then and today, have 
almost universally praised Rogers's depic
tion of Abraham Lincoln. Secretary Stan
ton wrote a virtual "fan note" to Rogers in 
May 1868, stating that "the group has 
arrived and I am highly gratitied with the 
genius and artistic skill you have dis
played. I trunk you were especially fortu
nate in your execution of President Lin
coln. In form and feature it surpasses any 

effort to embody the expression of that 
great man which I have seen. The whole 
group is very natural and the work, like 
others from the same hand, well repre
sents interesting incidents of the time."5 
Frank 0. Payne, author of Lincoln in Sculp
ture, told the Rogers family that Robert 
Todd Lincoln had written him that he 
"always regarded John Rogers' group 'The 
Counc.il of War' as the most lifelike portrait 
of his father in sculpture."6 

My first encounter with "The Council 
of War" came within only the past few 
years. As an attorney in the Washington, 
D.C. area, and as a life-long idolizer of Lin
coln, I had visited the old Lincoln Museum 
in the basement of Ford's Theater many 
times. While it exhibited numerous assassi
nation-related relics, the bulk of the muse
um's display came from the old Osborne 
Oldroyd collection of Lincolniana, includ
ing such items as a rail "supposedly" split 
by Lincoln as a young man, a torch from an 
1860 uWide Awake Parade," and a child's 
crib said to have come from the Lincoln's 
Springfield, Illinois home. With the renova
tion of the museum by the National Park 
Service, greater emphasis was placed upon 
exhibiting items relating to the assassina
tion. Currently, in a comer of the museum, 
is a display devoted to Lincoln in sculpture. 
Prominently displayed in a glass case is a 
CoW. According to the N.P.S. History Office 
at Ford's, this particular Cow may have 
been owned by Oldroyd himself. 7 

Though only a newly-minted attorney 
(with limited assets!) I was nevertheless 
quite taken with the piece, and resolved to 
try and hunt one down for my own. I soon 
learned that I was not alone in my regard 
for the CoW, because this piece attracts 
interested persons from three disciplines 
- those who collect Rogers Groups in gen
eral, those who collect Lincolniana, and 
those with a more generalized interest in 
the Civil War. Though widely produced in 
its day, there are now only 60 or so CoWs 
extant. With a limited supply, and with 
three different groups of "buffs" compet
ing for them in the marketplace, CoWs 
currently sell in the $2,000 to $3,000 range. 
I finally managed to purchase a CoW from 
a Rogers collector & dealer in late 2002. 

Buying a CoW can be both intriguing 
and confusing. There are not one, but 
three different versions that were pro
duced - A, B and C. The original version -
Version A - was patented in March 1868. 
This is the version that drew plaudits from 
Secretary Stanton, and is the version cur-

11 

rently found in the basement of the Ford's 
Theater Lincoln museum. It is also the 
version I own (see Photo l of my CoW 
"Version A"). The key difference between 
the three versions Hes io the placement of 
Sec. Stanton's arms. In Version A, Stanton 
wipes his glasses and both of his hands 
are located behind Lincoln's head. In 
1872, Rogers produced a second version, 
Version B, altering the position of Stan
ton's hands (see Photo 2 of CoW "Version 
B"). Though stilJ wiping his glasses, his 
left arm was pulled slightly down and back 
from the portion it occupied In Version A 
(where it was right behind Lincoln's head) 
to a new placement, now oriented lower 
down and behind Lincoln's shoulders. 

A final version - Version C - was cast 
in 1876 (see Photo 3 of CoW "Version C"). 
Stanton no longer wipes his glasses, his 
left arm and hands were pulled down even 
further than their position in Version B, 
and his right arm was now completely 
straight along his side. Version C is con
sidered by many Rogers enthusiasts to be 
the least attractive of the three versions, 
with the fewest copies extant. lronically, 
this comparative scarcity makes it very 
desirable to collectors. 

An "urban legend" of sorts has grown 
up about the reasons for the changes 
made by Rogers, typified by the notation 
made in Stuart Schneider's excellent book, 
Collecting Lincoln. Schneider states: "the 
three versions can be distinguished by the 
hands of Stanton. Stanton was at one time 
implicated in the assassination of Lincoln 
(It was determined that he was not 
Involved). In this first version, his bands, 
which are behind Lincoln's head, appear 
to be ready to threaten Lincoln. In the sec
ond version, his hands are moved to the 
side of Lincoln's head."8 

However, from what I have personally 
seen, none of the nineteenth century con
temporaneous sources mention such a 
reason for the change from versions A to B 
to C. My personal opinion is that this is an 
instance of "reinterpretation after the 
fact." With the publication in the twenti
eth century of works such as Otto 
Eisenchiml's Why Was Lincoln Murdered, 
and the Lincoln Murder Conspiracies -
books purporting to reveal the "complici
ty" of Stanton in the assassination - many 
subsequent articles on Rogers Groups 
have inevitably been influenced by this 
line of revisionist thinking. They extrapo
lated the view that if Stanton's arms had 
indeed been moved back by Rogers in 

continued next page 
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1872 in a new version B, .------------, ~--------- --------- shades of white, brown, 

grey, and even bronze. 
Indeed, in a cata.logue 
accompanying its 1993 Lin
coln exhibition, the Hunt
ington Library in California 
has a picture of a "Version 
B" which was painted 
bronze, and was owned by 
Robert Lincoln himself.JO 

then it must have been 
done so because of con
cerns felt even back then 
as to whether Stanton 
was menacing the Presi
dent! Yet as the author of 
John Rogers Statutory 
notes, it is likely that the 
less dramatic reason for 
the change was merely 
that "in any variations of 
the groups, it was done 
for purely structuraJ pur
poses, for ease in casting 
or for the prevention of 
breakage. "9 ~~--== 

John Rogers's "The 
Council of War" is a col
lectible that both Lincoln 
and art collectors can 
enjoy, and one with 

cc..--,-...,...,,... '-----c...=::.._ __ ___, L---====-----' enough historical connec-
The Counc/1 of War, variant B. tion to the men it depicts 

CoWs are found in a --------- -------- to be considered a worthy 
"association piece" for any Lincoln collec
tor. And it will just look great in any 
owner's home! ~ 

wide variety of colors. Rogers Groups are 
plaster pieces (though some dealers cur
rently offer special limited edition "cast in 
bronze" reproductions). Original Groups 
had several coats of paint applied to them 
for color. After repeated experimentation, 
the color Rogers finally settled on was 
"burnt umber" - consisting of one part tur
pentine, and two parts brown. Two coats 
of this were applied to each piece - and 
Rogers offered samples of it to customers, 
to apply in case ''touch-ups" were ever 

www.HCAAUCTICNS,CCM 

needed. "Burnt umber" gives the piece a 
light tan appearance that was considered 
"fashionable" in the late nineteenth centu
ry, though many today use terms such as 
"drab" and "muddy" to describe it. I per
sonally find this color very appropriate; it 
seems to bring out shadows and high
lights on both faces and clothing some
times lost in sculptures with either much 
lighter or much darker color schemes. 
But while "burnt umber" was the original 
color, I have seen CoWs painted various 

~ 
I. The Custer Album, Lawrence Frost; also Custer In Pho· 
tographs, Marll Katz. 2. John Raosrs Statuary, Paul & Meta 
Bieler. 3. John Rogers. The People's Sculptor. David H. Wallace. 
4. & 6. Wallace. 5. & 9. Bleier. 7. Author's conversation wilh 
Scott Schultze. Ford's Theater, NPS, December 2004. 8. Co/. 
Jf/Cllnfl Uncoln, Stu an Schnelder, Schiffer 1 O. nie Last Best 
Hope Of Earth: Uncoln & the Promise of America. Huntington 
Llbrary. San Marino, CA. 

LINCOLN SIGNED CCPY OF' THE THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT 

MARCH 30TH, 2006 WORLD RECORD $1 ,86S,000 

STCNE COPY OF' THE DECLARATION OF' INDEPENDENCE 

MARCH 22ND, 2007 WORLD RECORD $477,650 

F'IVE AUCTIONS EACH YEAR, THOUSANDS OF HISTORIC ITEMS 

RAYNCRS' HISTCRICAL COLLECTIBLE 
AUCTIONS 

PHONE: 336•584•3330 rAX: 336-5B4-33B3 EMAIL: AUCTIONS@HCAAUCTIONS.COM 

1 687 WEST BUCK HILL ROAD BURLINGTON NC 2721 5 
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W e love to extol new finds that have verve. While we appreciate classic pieces 
considered "scarce," hard to find - and love Holy Grail treasures considered 
"rare" - our effusive passion is hard to contain when an item surfaces that is 

completely unknown. And when that item reveals tidbits of history, what a delightful 
morsel! Our friend Tom French recently auctioned a collection of political Americana 
that included one such piece. This 16 x 10" one-sided circular or broadside was issued 
by a campaign paraphernalia jobber in 1860. Charles H. Cooper operated out of the 
Stuyvesant Institute at 659 Broadway in New York City, not coincidentally the head
quarters of the Young Men's Republican Union and Rail Splitter's Battalion. Cooper 
supplied the uniforms and torches for this group. Cooper writes: "This corps; now 

_______ numbering several hundreds or our most 

,.. ......... _,.....,......,-,. 
.._____,..,.o1 .. .....,_ ... ..iril -,- ......... ~,,__... 

n.T.,..._~,,..._'-....., 
,,.,..:Jc-;.~-. ..... ., ... _ 
.............. -1 ....... ... ........... ~_...,_ ..... 
-~--•lbpa..a__.,,_,.,_ --

0. .. 000Pa, -.......... ~ ... 

active and influential young men, having 
adopted an improved uniform and much 
inquiry being made concerning the same 
by parties desirous of securing It for similar 
organizations in various parts of the coun
try, the undersigned takes this means of 
stating that he is prepared to furnish it at 
the shortest notice and on the most rea
sonable terms. The dress consists of a 
black glazed miUtary cap, enameled cloth 
cape, large pressed tin torch, with brass 

YOUNG MEN'S REPUBLICAN UN10N, 
~ ........ n'1fflaat' tnnTVf'& .. ~_,. 

_,_,.. __ 
____ _...,..,.__. ___ <!"I• -·-·_._··--·· ,_ _ _,_,. __ . ______ .,. __ ._...._ .. 

.,,... ... ~ ....... _...,.. ... _..~ .. .,,,,.. .... -......... ~ ....... """-'• ........ " ... .......... -..... _. __ ,....,..._ ...... ....... 
,.....,_....,.,__, .. ~--.-.. n.~--- .. 

...... , ...... ,.__, __ ,_.. ...... ~lt• 

.... •IIM>-"-,P.__..,_..,...,, fla,,-._.,. ,,,_ ... ....__, ..... _,.,. .. ..,., ... 
&: .......... _.._..c.,..c.-,.,_. ....... ,,..., ... .,. ____ "' ....... 
u.dl_.....,,_ __ ,J.-'llllp,40_.. .. ,_._. ...... 

tubes, and swung like a mariner's compass, on a pole of ash six [eet long. A small American 
flag is fastened to the pole just below the torch. The whole making a complete, unique and 
impressive uniform particularly showy at night." Cooper supplied tore.hes at SO-cents each, 
Pioneer torches that held a half-gallon of oil with five brass tubes at $3.50 each, and lanterns 
with thick red, blue and green glass panels for $2.25 each. Poles with small attached flags 
were 15 cents a pop and a complete outfit (cape, cap, torch, pole and flag, but no lantern) 
was $1.60. In comparing this circular with the description of the Wide Awake procession of 
October 3, 1860 in Frank Leslie's Illustrated Weekly, we discover that the "Pioneers" were the 
tallest members of the Wide Awake clubs. Obviously, Mr. Cooper's Pioneer Torches were 

made expressly for these towering individuals. We are unaware of any examples of the Pioneer torches having survived - their exces
sively high price perhaps accounting for their paucity. That same report reveals another "tie-in"; namely, that the colored lanterns were 
distributed to Wide Awake marchers according to their "military" ranking. Cooper's flyer also reprints some favorable press notices 
concerning the Rail Splitter's Battalion. In one parade, they marched from their headquarters at Stuyvesant Institute to Cooper Insti
tute. One hundred and fifty men were dJvided into three companies, commanded by Captains Bunce, Sterling and Hopper. " ... The young 
men are from some of the first families of New York and perfect gentlemen. One tine feature in the discipline of the Battalion is, that 
no person is allowed to drink any intoxicating liquor on parade. They are a noble, whole-souled party of men .. ." The processions were 
typically accompanied by brass marching bands with colorful banners held aloft. Primary source material such as this not only helps 
fill in some of the pieces of the historical puzzle, but adds some "color" to the story and Inspires the imagination. We are tempted to 
declare this ephemeral item a ''unique" find, but always make such pronouncements with some caveats. "Unique" is too often used in 
catalog descriptions as being synonymous with "interesting." Rather, the correct definition is one-of-a-kind. And, as with anything that 
was printed, published, manufactured, such assumptions cannot be absolute. Let it suffice to say that 
the earliest price-list for campaign uniforms and accoutrements we have encountered prior to this 
sighting dates to the 1872 Grant race. If anyone has an earlier example, please let us know! 

Two appropriate graphics to accompany 
the above discovery. From the New-York 
Illustrated News, November 17, 1860, the 
centerfold features "A Scene at the Polls 
in New York." A New York City policeman 
maintains order while election officials 
oversee balloting. The cover is entitled 
"The Presidential Struggle Over! Abra
ham Lincoln - Our Next President." 

~l'.W"l'OJU( -
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In The Market~lace 
I 

n the "Just when you think you've seen everything category!" Ken Farmer of Radford, VA, a frequent apprais
er on "Antiques Roadshow", offered the following in his February sale: "Iron Cannonball. 4 1/2' diameter. Coin 
silver dome-shaped inscription plate, reading: 'This Cannon Ball/ was dug upon the Battlefield of/ BRANDY
WINE / on the hill occupied by the/ Americans/ and is supposed to have been fixed by the Hessian Forces/ 

under/ General __ Knyphausen / presented to/ HON. JOHN SHERMAN / of Ohio/ in token of appreciation of his 
eloquent speech at the Grand/ Mass Meeting held on the Battlefield September 11, 1860 / In furtherance of the election 
of/ LINCOLN & HAMLIN/ Thomas Webster, Jr., Frank Taylor, U.H. Painter. Committee.' Minor dents to inscription plate. Esti
mate: $200-300." It doesn·t fit into a Riker Mount and it might be a little hard to frame, but what a conversation piece! It flew 
past its conservative estimate, selling to an auction attendee for $2,300. Sherman was elected to the U.S. Senate in 1861 and 
his brother, William Tecumseh (who fired a few cannonballs in his time) was to make his mark in the Civil War. 

Two interesting prints recently caught our attention on eBay. We've seen examples of Frank Leslie's "Grand Reception of 
the Nobilities of the Nation at the White House, 1865." But this specimen was a bit different. 29 x 25" by Major & Knapp, 

Lithographer. New York. 1865, this copy included advertising Its use as a premium, "presented gratuitously to purchasers of 
No 1 & 2 of Frank Leslie's." ($515.) And, this 1868 jugate lithograph, the first 
we've seen, entitled "THE CONSTITUTION AND THE LAW" with the legend 
"Democratic Candidates - President and Vice President of the United States," is 
a Seymour and Blair treasure. The rough edges could easily be over-matted, in 

our minds, a bargain at only $285. 

l!.FJ.ATING TO TIU: HO ., 

B 
runk Auctions of Asheville, NC, sold In March a fabulous, 4-page Lincoln assassination letter, a 
detailed eyewitness account from Ford's Theatre on the evening of April 14, 1865. From "'Montauk', 
Navy Yard, Wash. D.C. April 15th 1865.9 P.M." (Sent April 30), It was written by U.S. Navy Surgeon 

Dr. George B. Todd to his brother: "The few hours that have intervened since the terrible (underlined) tragedy 

ABRAHAM L 
AT SPP.IJfGf'E 

of last night have served to give me a llttle clearer braln ... Yesterday about 3 P.M. the President (underlined) 
and wife drove down to the Navy Yard and paid our ship a visit ... In the evening nearly all of us went to Ford's 
Theatre. I was very early, and got a seat near the President's private box ... About 10:25 P.M. a man came in ... l 
heard a man say "there's Booth" ... he ... was near the (President's) box door when he stopped ... the door was 
opened and he walked in ... l heard the report of a pistol...Boolh jumped out of the box onto the stage, hold
------- ing in his hand a large knife and shouting so loud as to be heard all over the house, 

'Sic semper Tyranus' ... " Dr. George B. Todd is reported to be the one who informed 
the local telegraph office of the event, whereupon the news was relayed throughout 
the nation. Todd was one of the surgeons who performed the autopsy on the body 
of John Wilkes Booth, which took place aboard the Montauk. (The letter was pub
lished In 1995 in We Saw Uncoln Shot.) Estimated at $3,00Q-6,000, it hammered 

.__ _____ __. to a New York City antiquarian book dealer for $20,000 plus 15% buyer's premium. 

No,// 
'tt("flfttlNCRa M.O\'I, 

The History Guild of Redding 
Ridge, CT. (a.k.a., Curtis Lind
ner!) is offering the following 

via his website: "Exceedingly Rare 
George McClellan 1864 
Ferrotype. They Don't 
Come Much Scarcer!" Regard
less of the hyperbole, certainly a 
great item priced at: $4,250. 

M astro Auctions held a "Specialty" sale In February. These smaller auctions typically contain low to moderately-valued material. 
The catalog images are small and descriptions brief. Larger images and fuller descriptions can be accessed on their web site. A 
37" cane or walking stick belonging to President Woodrow Wilson was offered. The engraved inscriptions attested to this provenance and the 

"fact" that the wood came "from the Cabin in Which Abraham Lincoln Was Born." (Sinking Spring Farm, Hodgenville, KY). The cataloger 
states that President Wilson cherished this piece and was never disavowed of the belief that this relic ,c;;;-------•-••••• 
did Indeed originate from Lincoln's birthplace. Wilson, of course. was a Southerner both by birth and 
temperament. like Lincoln, he was a man of contradictions who could fire Black Federal employees, give lip-service to the notion that lynching was 
unacceptable while doing nothing about it, and praise D. W. Griffith's "Birth of a Nation" which glorified the Klan. The walking stick managed $3,525. 
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P rior to the Legal Tender Act of 1862, establishing a national currency that came to be known as "green
backs", local or "wildcat" banks issued their own paper money. Most of these tend to be in small denom
inations and typically are elaborately engraved, incorporating patriotic vignettes and portraits of states

men from the state where the bank originated. During the presidential campaign of 1860, backers of Stephen 
Douglas involved in the banking business decided to mix business and politics (Douglas himself was active in 
real estate and railroad enterprises). In September of that year, they opened the "Douglas Bank" in Metropolis, IL. Notes were Issued in denominations 
of $1, $2, $3 and $5. The $2 note, pictured here, has a portrait of the Northern Democratic nominee along with a central figure of Justice. In this man
ner, the image of Douglas was kept in the public eye prior to the election and it is not unlikely that some votes were purchased on election day using this 
form of legal tender. Like Douglas the candidate, the Douglas Bank did not have sufficient popular support and went out of business shortly after the 
election. Note holders were able to recoup but 55 cents on the dollar. Investors would have been wise to retain their holdings, however, as R. M. Smythe 
of New York just sold the example pictured here in an April currency sale for $1,150. 

T here's not much Lincolniana to be found 
during vaunted "Americana Week" In New 
York City. Sotheby's had a carved wooden 

figural sculpture in-the-round titled "Abe Lincoln 
- Rail Splitter." It measures 19" high and is 
signed "TR." (maybe Teddy Roosevelt whittled it 
while sitting on his front porch at Oyster Bay!) 
There appears to be a Boy Scout or doughboy
style hat resting on the ground In this rendition. 
Estimated at $5-10,000, it "logged in" tor $7,200. 

S ongsters are hot! (See 
Another Great And, back 
cover.) The market for 

these uniquely ephemeral items 
is robustly setting record prices. 
The new-found appreciation for 
scarcity and content have no 
doubt piqued interest among 
sophisticated collectors. An 
absolutely unknown example 
just sold on the internet. "Demo-

DOO (-CS 
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T here are numerous 19th centu- cratic Presidential Campaign 
ry photos that document the Songster #1: McClellan & Pendleton. Original Campaign Songs, Choruses, etc.'' 
Springfield residence of Abra- (New York, 1864. Published by J. F. Feeks.) This wonderful political. bound in yet-

ham Lincoln ... several taken before his low pictorial wraps, measures 3.75 x 5.75" with 72 pages of some 42 rousing 
presidency. What later became a holy site pro-McClellan & Pendleton and anti-Abraham Lincoln songs.'' As reflected upon 
and favorite destination of visiting delega- by the seller, eBay's inimitable Walnutts: Electioneering in the nineteenth century 
lions, politicians, and everyday folks, was was as much a social time as a political affair. In order to create enthusiasm tor 
photographed numerous times in the their ticket, party leaders organized huge rallies, parades, barbecues. flag-rais-
wake of the assassination. We have seen ings. and other community wide festivities. In the 1864 presidential campaign the 
shots from just about every angle, but had Democratic Party nominated General George McClellan (who had been humillat-

never seen the Home from the back! This stereoview was ed by President Lincoln through his removal as Commanding General of the US 
taken by Schreiber & Glover and is marked "Views Relat- Army in the early months of the War) as their candidate. In this songbook, well-
ing to the Home and Funeral of Abraham Lincoln at Spring- known melodies are given new pro-McClellan (or Anti Lincoln) lyrics. The 1864 
field, ILL., No. t 8" by Schreiber & Glover, Philadelphia. Campaign, In which neither candidate actively participated, was particularly nasty. 
Selling on eBay, the rarity was more than noticed. $1,200. A took at the list of Pro-Democratic publications printed on the rear cover of this 

Songster gives one an unsettling insight into the Democratic Party's vitriolic tac-

A great Grant cabinet card, eBay, tics. Titles include 'Abraham Afrfcanus:· 'Trial of Abraham Lincoln"; 'Washington 
$760. And, speaking of "the Despotism Dissected~· ·uncoln's [Negro] Catechism·: 'Subnegation an answer to 

Bay," these two "cousins" sharing the Miscegenation·: "Abolition Catastrophe'; 'Miscegenation or Mlllenium of Abati-
attribute of looking like Abraham Lin- tion·: etc. (this at a time when the Southern States were in rebellion and only the 
coin, were offered by two delusional Northern "Anti-Slavery' States could vote in the election). Lincoln was to win the 
sellers who talked themselves into election in an Electoral landslide capturing 212 of the 233 Electoral Vates. With 
believing they were legit. Interestingly, the Union victory in the Civil War and the assassination of President Lincoln Just 
the two subjects - from different 4 months after the November election, public sentiment created an atmosphere 
sources - closely resemble each other which had little tolerance for the type of Anti-Lincoln rhetoric expressed In this 
and may be related!?! One seller went Songster and the other publications of 1864. A special item, It sold for $1,600. 
through the litany of Lincoln's mole, ~~--;;:=---,..,,-;----:=--

veins in his hand, even such cocka- "b'L.:-..-,----....,....._.. 
mamie details as the slope in his 
shoulder and Napoleonic tucking of 

his hand in his vest. The pitch pointed out that if the seller 
could "raise Lincoln from the dead to confirm his attribu
tion. people would still not believe him!" He then warned 
people that "Emails that ridicule, condemn, or nay-say this 
photo are NOT welcome and will not receive a reply." No 
takers for either photo with $3,250 and $2,500 reserves. 

L_------------------=-
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In The Marketplace, cont. 
his is "s---" we just can't make up! (We meant "stuff," what did you think?) Richard 
Opfer Auctions of Timonium, MD offered in February all the exhibit and stored 
memorabilia from the American Dime Museum. This recreation of a 19th century 

museum, a la Barnum, was featured on both the History and Discovery channels. The 
total liquidation included wax figures, oddities, creative taxidermy, outsider art, circus 
and sideshow-related toys and banners. A museum-display figure of Abraham Lincoln, 
nearly life size, with vinyl head and hands and moving head, walked off for $2,760. Not 
everything was real, but, in the spirit of a "sucker born every minute," we present Lot 105. Described as: "Lincoln's last movemenr (we're not talking 
about a "movement to Richmond!"]. The accompanying "documentation" (ugghhh ... we could make too many puns on this one!) states "This human 
coprolite was presented to us in 1906 as having been passed by President Abraham Lincoln in a private lavatory at Ford's Theater. On the eve of his 
assassination and saved by an alert attendant. The clever con-man had consumed a meal of terrapin soup, veal and Oxford pudding, duplicating Lin
coln's dinner on the day before his fateful visit to Ford's as recorded on the White House menu. The scoundrel then passed this turd and claimed it to 
be the product of the Great Emancipator. Microscopic examination by a skeptical Dr. Poe revealed traces of a compound found in Necco wafers (a candy 
treat) manufactured after 1887, thus making this stool a more recent deliverance. When confronted with the clever Dr. Poe's evidence the fecal forger 
fled, leaving his prize behind and he has not been heard from since." Let's distill this one down so there is NO confusion: these guys were auctioning off 
a sideshow exhibit of Lincoln's last piece of excrement! There's a limit to how much one collector can spend on Lincoln crap. (This gives new meaning 
to playing with "Lincoln Logs.") We'd like to report that the lot was "passed", but it was wiped-away at $1,0901 (Price's include 15% buyer's premium.) 

N ortheast Auctions of Portsmouth, NH held a "New Hampshire Weekend Auction" in February that included an interesting assort
ment of historical Items. Many were once the property of Ben Perley Poore, 1820-87. Poore (pictured at right) was a lifelong res

ident of West Newbury, MA. His Indian Hill Farm was patterned after Sir Walter Scott's Abbotsford and housed an eclectic collection of 
antiquities and historic relics. Poore had a distinguished career as a writer, editor, world traveler and bon vivant For many years, he wrote 
a syndicated column as Washington correspondent of the Boston Journal. He was editor of the "Congressional Directory" and clerk of 
the Senate committee on printing public records. He entertained in the grand style both in Washington and at Indian Hill. An obituary 
described him as having "known everybody of consequence in the capital for 30 years or more ... a living storehouse of anecdotes, a pop
ular diner-out." He would write a memoir, Reminiscences of Sixty Years in the National Metropolis. Selling from his 
estate: an 1860 campaign lithograph of Lincoln, "Abraham Lincoln, From the Portrait Taken from Life by Charles A. 
Barry", published by J. H. Bufford's of Boston, 25 x 33", made a seemingly cheap $4,640. One of Poore's prized pos-
sessions was a 35 x 18" section of carpet, maroon in color with a random star design, that President Lincoln stood upon 
when he delivered his Second Inaugural Address. Hey, if you're a politician, watch out... a dedicated collector will pull 
the rug right out from underneath your feetl It also realized $4,640. The auction also included an extensive assortment 

of documents consigned by a descendent of General John Adams Dix (1798-1879). 
Dix had a long and distinguished career in the military and public service. He served 
in the War of 1812 as a fourteen-year old cadet, became a lawyer and embarked on 
a political career. In that capacity, he was New York Sec. of State, U.S. Senator from 
New York, Sec. of the Treasury, Minister to France and Governor of New York. Dur
ing the Civil War, as a Major-General, he was in charge of the occupation of Alexan
dria, Arlington and Baltimore before given command of the Department of the East, 
headquartered in New York City. He arrived there just days after the commencement 

of the notorious Draft Riots, armed with 
orders from President Lincoln to restore 
order. A manuscript document signed by Lin
coln and Seward, July 17, 1863, prepared the 
way for the restoration of order by suspending 
habeas corpus. " ... Whereas an insurrection 
continues to exist in the United States, and 

whereas there are in the military Department of the East, now under the command of Major General John A. Dix, combi
nations of evil disposed persons armed to oppose the civil and miNtary authorities, which combinations are dangerous in 
their character, have already seriously disturbed the public peace, occasioned the murder of innocent citizens and the 
destruction of valuable property; and whereas those combinations are believed to require the employment of military force 
for their suppression and the restoration of public tranquility. Now, therefore, be it known that/, Abraham Uncoln, President of the United States of Amer
ica and Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy thereof, do hereby authorize Major General John A. Dix, Commander of the Department aforesaid, to 
suspend the Habeas Corpus and to declare and exercise martial law within that Department whenever and to such extent as in his Judgment may be nec
essary for the suppression of the combinations above referred to ... " Estimated at $90-120,000, this highly important document-unpublished and hith
erto unknown to Lincoln scholars - crossed the block for $116,000. (This same document was re-sold six weeks later by a leading manuscript dealer 
for $325,000.) Finally, Dix's commission as Major-General of Volunteers, dated August 7, 1861, signed by Lincoln and Cameron, made $12,760. 
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----------------- THE RAILSPLITTER -----------------

S wann Galleries in New York held printed and manuscript Americana sales in February and March. The March sale focused entirely on African-Amer
icana. Orchestrated by Wyatt Day, their resident expert, the sale contained many items of note. We did spot some rather humdrum Items (specifical
ly Civil War covers with Black subject matter) that have nominal value in the general market, but were estimated at vastly inflated prices. Wyatt was 

disappointed with the results of the sale overall which went below estimate. Only a handful of attending bidders participated and they seemed to be focused 
on the higher-end material. Wyatt felt that money spent at the African-American art sale held shortly beforehand syphoned money away. A 12 x 17" broad
side of Lincoln's Amnesty Proclamation of December 1862, published at the "Daily Press Job Office" under the auspices of the U. S. Christian Commis
sion sold for $2,800. A 9 x 12" broadside printed in Baltimore March 1, 1858, advises "Colored People" who intend to travel on the Philadelphia, Wilm
ington and Baltimore Railroad Line that they must be accompanied by a White person and obtain a surety bond. This action was taken as a result of liti

Ulrtl"U>...!r ... T.!18. 

gation that dealt with the enforcement of the Fugitive Slave Law. Slaves traveling with their masters who were liberated by aboli· 
tionists or escaped could prompt lawsuits against the railroads by aggrieved parties. This broadside, a gem of antebellum letter
press technology, was printed with silver and gilt ink on black glazed paper. Estimated at $10,000-15,000, it made $7,500. A CDV 
of "Nick Biddle of Pottsville. Pa. the first man wounded in the Great American Rebellion, Baltimore, April 18, 1861" sold for $500, 
half its estimate. Biddle was an orderly to Captain Wren of Pottsville. Arriving at the Bolton Depot in Baltimore (at the 
time of the Pratt Street Riots) and encountering a large crowd of Southern sympathizers, Nick was struck in the 
head with a brick and became the first man wounded in the Civil War. In this image, it looks like he's still feel
ing the effects of the attack. A John Rogers Group, circa 1864,"The Wounded Scout", depicts another Union 
casualty being helped off the field by an African-American. Estimated at $7 ,000-10,000, it failed to sell (a 
rare piece, but a lot of money for a Rogers Group!) An important Frederick Douglass ALS written from Lon
don in August 1846 was offered. Douglass had recently escaped bondage and, fearful of recapture, went to 

England to give a series of talks. The year prior, he had written his first major work, Douglass' Nar
rative. Here he writes to Anna Richardson, a Quaker abolitionist. who was negotiating with Dou

glass' owner, Hugh Auld, to buy his freedom. After talking about travel arrange
ments home, he states: "Do not allow this arrangement to Interfere In any way 
with your correspondence with my owner - so whether you succeed or fail good 
may come of the effort." Reference is also made to William Forster, a Quaker 
who was involved in repairing a schism in the sect over the appropriateness of 
Quakers attending non-Quaker, abolition meetings. A week prior to his return to 
the U.S., Douglass was bought out of bondage for $750. Upon boarding the ship for home, he was 
directed to steerage and forbidden not to enter the saloon for the duration of the voyage. The two
page letter made $26,000. A World War One "uplift" poster titled "The Dawn of Hope" made its first 
appearance at auction. Lincoln is shown with a scroll, titled The Book of Justice and the Hand of Free
dom. The central panel shows an 

elderly Black man with a young boy, viewing a sunrise over a cotton field, exclaiming 
"My Boyl I waited 50 years for the realization of Father Abraham's Wish. But in vain. 
Your brethren are now fighting to maintain Uncle Sam's liberty and in hopes for Equali-

) 
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~~-ty and Justice for the Black Man." A Black doughboy with pistol drawn says: "Uncle __ -· _., , 
Sam. We are still fighting for that freedom promised us making all men of equal stand- ~r~~-."'!:~ 
Ing. BUT NEVER In the history of the black man has he been justly judged by all." At . :_ ·:_ .,_ ~, 
$3,800, it was better appreciated than the efforts of Black soldiers during the Great War. • • 
T he Written Word of Tamworth, NH, an auction house specializing 

in autographs, offered a Stephen Douglas payroll check in April. 
Issued by the Illinois State Auditor on December 31, 1842, it was made 
payable to "S. A. Douglass" in the amount of $5. This was partial pay
ment for time served by Douglas as one of the judges of the State 
Supreme Court. Douglas's appointment to the bench, made strictly 
along political lines, earned him both the title "Judge" and flack from 
opponents, including Abraham Lincoln. Douglas endorsed the check 
using the original spelling of his last name, containing two s's. He later 

dropped one of them. The 
check Is also signed by James 
Shields, state auditor of public 
accounts. Shields earned 
notoriety as the offended party 
in the duel with broad swords 

between him and Lincoln that never 
came off. A fun association piece and 
reasonable at $190. 

P BA Galleries of San Francis-
co holds periodic auctions of 

ephemera. Their April sale had a 
large number of cigar labels. 
Some do rather well among the 
collecting fraternity, other exam
ples of tobaccoiana seem 
carceogenic. A Lincoln sample 
label with prices "From Farm to Whitehouse", 
circa 1905 by the Koelle-Mueller Label Co. of 
St. Louis, failed to sell (est. $400-600). A pair 
of inner and outer labels depicting Grant and 
Lee, by Calvert Lithographic Co. of New York 
circa 1900, achieved $430. Another sample label 
with prices, circa 1885 by O.L. Schwenke of 
NYC, showing that cigar smoking fiend, Grant, 
went up in smoke, failing to attract a buyer 
against an estimate of $500-800. 

;.;,: - - ... 
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T he Raab Collection had an 
interesting Lincoln ALS writ

ten on May 29, 1862 to the Episcopal 
Bishop of New Hampshire, Carlton 
Chase. The religious leader had writ
ten the President the week before: "I 
cannot longer restrain the expres
sions of my grateful emotions as I 
contemplate the manner .in which 
you, under the divine providence, are 
shaping the destinies of our afflicted 
country. God be praised, that such a 
man lives for us, and that to our chief 

T he venerable Abraham 
Lincoln Book Shop 

offered in their most recent 
catalog: OLD ABE'S JOKER, 
OR, WIT AT THE WHITE 
HOUSE (N.Y.: R. M. De Witt, 
1863.) [M· 1 TT] A 72 page 
compilation of mainly minstrel 
and Irish jokes that were 
attributed to Lincoln. A wonderful preface srates in 
part, "Jokes are of more importance to 
mankind ... than (one is) apt to think. It has been cal· 
culated ... that any efficient circus-clown will save 
more lives ... then four physicians." About Lincoln it 
continues, " ... what could be more natu rat than to 
associate with 'quips and cranks and wanton wiles,' 
the name of one who so greatly enjoys and success
fully perpetrates the fine old, full-flavored joke." A 
rarity, this is the first example with this specific illus
trated cover we have encountered. ($975) 

leader in this momentous crisis is given such wisdom, and such moral and Intellectual powers, to 
inspire us with confidence and hope .. ." During the course of his presidency, Lincoln often referred 
to Providence and Divine guidance. He had broad support among American clergy and was often 
respectful and appreciative of their efforts, as evidenced in his famous "Letter to the Methodists." 
Lincoln replied to Chase's letter: " ... Pray accept the assurances of my deep appreciation of your 
kind expressions of confidence. It is most encouraging to feel that in the midst of labors and per
plexities of war and policy, we are supported by the confidence and sustained by the prayers of 
good people. It is only less than the approval of God upon our endeavors ... " Offered together with 

'"-=C=ha=~=·=s=re=ra=in=e=d=co=p=y=o=fh=i=s=or=ig=in=a=ll=ett=e=~=th=is=u=n=p=ub=li=sh=e=d=d=oc=u=m=e=nt=is=~=5=,o=o=o·======-------l~faj:,~L~ 
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S eaport Autographs of Mystic, CT still offers manuscript material via fixed-price list. Their inventory can be viewed 
at www.seaportautographs.com or through the Professional Autograph Dealers Association site 

(www.padaweb.com) of which Norm is a member. A legal document from 1841, ragged at $200, has several Lincoln 
associations. It is signed by Bennett Abell, whose bulked-up sister-in-law, Mary Owens, turned down Lincoln's half· 
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hearted proposal of marriage in 1838 (seems Abe liked his women thin and with a full complement of teeth). Nathan 
Dresser, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Menard County, also signed. He had a professional relationship with Lincoln con· 
suiting with him regarding a possible run for Congress. The defendant in the case, Jacob Bale, was a New Salem res· 
ident who bought James Rutledge's gristmill when the Rutledge's left town. He eventually owned the 

=~~~~=-~ ;A. «p-,;;;r~ -~_L ,,..,. ....... _,.,_,-- --"-----.,,.,.,,_ .. ~ 
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entire village of New Salem when the town was abandoned in favor of Petersburg in 1837. Another legal ~L------=.=k==,=~====. =.w&,==,=.I 
document, signed by Lincoln confidant and law partner Ward Hill Lamon, dates from 1859, and is priced L --r • ~ ; • 
at $275. Lamon served as presidential bodyguard. accompanying Lincoln to Washington in February JI,..., ""7,._c;;:_, &..... ~ (.a, • 
1861 and to Gettysburg in November 1863 as Marshal-in-Chief. He served as Marshal of the District of <'¥~ .,_ L.- ""--~~~ 
Columbia and published a poorly-received bio, The Ute of Abraham Lincoln, In 1872 that was ghostwrit· It,_ ~.I~ &;.. .,~~ 
ten by a Democrat, Chauncey Black. In this document, as prosecuting attorney for Danville, IL, he orders ~~ / 
an accused counterfeiter, Daniel Jones, to produce the gold dollar coin that he allegedly tried to pass on 
to an unsuspecting Maxwell Plumley (what was to stop Jones from replacing the bogus dollar with a real 
one?) An 1830 document signed by James Rutledge is $650. Rutledge was a judge in New Salem, oper· L----------'-------'1 

ated a gristmill and tavern (from which Lincoln and Berry obtained some stock for their doomed "grocery") and was the father of Lincoln's love-interest, 
Ann (both Ann and her father died In 1835). The deputy sheriff, Adam Smith, signed the document for Sheriff James D. Henry. Henry served In the Black 
Hawk War with Lincoln. On March 1, 1834, Lincoln served as secretary at a political rally to nominate Henry for governor. Unfortunately, they were unaware 
at the time that Henry was gravely Ill with tuberculosis and, in fact, died four days later. Finally, a four line Autograph Quotation Signed by Harriet Beech· 
er Stowe, the "little woman who started this war", extracted from a work by Irish poet Sir Thomas Moore, dated December 14, 1892, is $875. 

argate Auctions of Pittsburgh recently sold an example of the Roderick Cole ninth-plate ruby ambrotype, the original photograph raken in 1858 by 
Cole in Peoria. (#0-14) A tremendous rarity, these little gems of 19th century photography (measuring less than 3" tall by about 2.5" wide), were 

most certainty made slightly later. Given the number we have seen in person, at least a half dozen or so, we firmly believe these were made for the 1860 
campaign. (The same Cole portrait was used on numerous campaign ribbons that year.) This example 
sold for $5,000 plus 20% buyer's premium. The auction also presented a circa 
1866 miniature portrait on ivory of Edwin M. Sranton, Secrerary of War, paint· 
ed by Peter Kramer (b. 1823 Germany, d. 1907 Brooklyn). Framed in buned 
wood frame, 4.5 x 3.25", it sold for $1,500. AND... speaking of ruby 
ambrotypes, another example that was reproduced in conjuctlon with the 1860 
run for the presidency is the example pictured at right. The original daguerreo· 
type by Von Schneidau of Chicago (#0-6) is considered lost and known only 
through copy images. This example just sold on eBay for $6,600. 
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---------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER----------==,--=---:-:-:==:;-c hristie's November sale of paintings included a work we are all familiar with - namely, Norman Rockwell's 1965 "Lincoln 
the Railsplitter." (At left.) Like Lincoln, it was long and tall, 44 x 84". It has appeared on everything from greeting cards to 

limited edition signed prints. This. however. was the original oil on canvas artwork. It realized $1.8 million. And, should any of 
our members be Interested, we have been retained to help broker "Lincoln Delivering the Gettysburg 
Address.'' A 1942 oil on canvas, 49.5' x 36", signed, this is the finished work for ·'McCalls Magazine." pub
lished in '42. Currently being offered by an art gallery in the Southwest on behalf of a private collector. we are 
told by their representative that: "Since 2006 Rockwell's works have finally enjoyed the recognition we the 
faithful felt due. 2006 auction trends show results that have jettisoned his ranking from 602 in 2005 to 29 -
a fantastic showing in the top 100 - right along with Leger. Pissarro, Miro, and Cezanne. This is the beginning 
of an on going trend. Lincoln was Rockwell's all-time favorite hero and he researched this work more than 
any other until that time. A Hollywood Lincoln impersonator stood in and the senators's likenesses and dress 
is correct. It is said that as Lincoln started to give his speech the clouds came and covered the sun and this too Rockwell demonstrated. It 
was insurance appraised at $3.5 million - two weeks before 'Breaking Home Ties' shot over $15 mill/on. Comes with the 'McCalls Maga
zine' it was in. and the book United We Stand which referenced by name all the magazines that did their patriotic theme/duty that same 
month of July 1942. "We have been given permission to offer this to our members for $2.5 million. (Contact Don if interested!) 

R oger Gross sells opera and music-related autographs in fixed-price catalogs. Nonmally well outside our field of interest, one recent offering proved 
of Interest. WINNER, Seplimus. Autograph Letter Unsigned, 2 pages, 8vo, June 30, 1883, to Eugene Moyer. An important letter detailing the Philadel

phia composer's success in composing songs that fed the patriotism of northerners during the Civil War, especially "Give Us Back Our Old Commander: 
Little Mac, The People's Pride," the popularity of which provoked the Ire of Secretary of War Edwin Stanton, who forbade Union soldiers to sing it under 
penalty of court martial: • ... the song ... was hastily Improvised when Genl. Geo. B. McClellan was relieved of his command ... created more of a sensation 
than any other war song ever issued, the excitement caused by Its rendition in public at Washington caused the authorities to forbid its utterance and Miss 
Julia Mortimer was ushered from the stage when attempting to sing it...• Additionally Winner discusses having composed several other hits including: 
"Yes, I Would the War Was Over," "Ellsworth's Funeral March," "Carry Me Back to Tennessee, Oh Darling Nellie Rhee," and "He's Gone to the Arms of Abra
ham," as well as a parody of Maryland, My Maryland with Union sentiments replacing the original words. A remarkable document of the place music played 
in rousing patriotism during America's disastrous Civil War. The otherwise unknown Eugene Moyer to whom the letter was addressed had been asked by 
the writer G. Norton Galloway to obtain the information from Winner. (Galloway wrote for the Magazine of American History among others and is remem
bered for various histories of Pennsylvania's participation In the Civil War, as well as a catalogue of a collection of American historical autographs that was 
sold in 1896.) Galloway, an autograph collector himself, recognized the importance of the letter and immediately wrote an explanation on the back page of 
the letter, of why it was not signed by Winner:· ... when ... Mr. Moyer called in upon Mr. Winner, the latter handed the letter unsigned to Mr. Moyer. by whom 
it was delivered to Mr. Galloway ... the letter is in Mr. Winner's hand-writing. G. Norton Galloway July 1883." Galloway's authentication is correct and although 
unsigned, the letter is unquestionably In Winner's hand. At the bottom of the letter's second page Galloway himself added the words: "Yours truly, ·sep. 
Winner, The foregoing letter was written by Mr. Sept. Winner author of 'Listen to the Mocking Bird."' ($750.) 

ake's started off 2007 with a fine assortment of collectibles. A standard Lincoln-Hamlin back-to
back ferrotype, ex: Joe Brown Collection, achieved a record breaking price for the type ... $2,990. 

Condition was, needless to say, el perfectol A Benjamin Butler gold-plated badge, issued in 
1863 to commemorate Butler's military engagements, was issued as part of a series. 

The lot included a photocopy of an unknown 1862 publication showing many 
Union Army military badges. The center column 7' ad from Drowne & Moore, 
Manufacturing Jewelers, 208 Broadway, New York shows at top their design 
for 'National Battle Pins' and specifies 'Plated With Rne Gold.' Using identical 

'patterns' but differing in backgrounds and dates, pins are listed for McClellan, 
Grant, Rosecrans, Banks, Meade, Glllmore, Burnside, Hooker, Siegel and Foster. 
Samples were priced at 51 .00. This item for Butler was made the following year and 
Is dated '1861.2.3.' Surrounding the central image is a circle of minute stars and 
surrounding these are larger embossed designs, clockwise from top of: scales, Lib-

erty with flag and shield, closed book or possibly a cartridge box, crossed swords, 
scroll and open book likely representing the Bible. Outer edge of shield has extensive, 

embossed. tiny text and dates important in Butler's career. For example, sixth entry: ·contraband May 
25, 61' refers to his declaration that slaves are 'Contraband Of War.' Other entries from top and clock

wise read: 'Constitution April 21, 61; Annapolis April 22, 61; Relay House May 5, 61; Balti-
more May 13, 61; Fortrs. Monroe May 22, 61; Hatteras Inlet Aug. 26, 61; New 

Orleans May 1, 62; F. T.S. Monroe Nov. 11, 63.' The overall size of the pin is 1.25" 
tall by 1.25" wide. It sold for $2,615. Finally, a colorful 1 3/4" celluloid mirror with 
attached ribbon commemorating the 50th anniversary of the Lincoln-Douglas 
debate at Quincy. IL, held on October 13, 1858. realized $1,500. This design was 

used exclusively in 1908. Political varieties are known for Taft & Sherman and 
Bryan & Kern who were the Republican and Democratic nominees that year. 

T wo more internet sales to report: $2,275 for 
this ticket to the Lincoln and Johnson Inau

guration ceremony, March 4 1865. (John Wilkes 
Booth attended ... we have to wonder if he had a 
ticket or just "crashed the event!") An extreme 
rarity, we always muse why some ephemera -
such as the oft-seen 1865 jugate Ball invitations 
- remain extant In some numbers, but from that 
same gathering, tix such as this are just not 
found! And, speaking of inaugural festivities, an 

, '" Invitation to President 
Jn.iuguahou ii;iai, Zachary Taylor's lnau-

" ,.,.,, •- gural ball, March 5, 
.:u.11 lh llram, 1849, sold for $2,250. 

,,.. •• ?'i'-' 7 The invitation features 
--::::=:':~ "Old Rough & Ready" 

along with his beloved horse 
"Old Whitey" atop a moun
tain looking down on a mili
tary encampment in Mexico. 
The invitation lists all of the 
Bail Managers including the 
young Representative from 
Illinois, Abraham Lincoln! 
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H eritage Galleries of Dallas, TX held a "Grand Format" auction in February that included two hundred lots 
of Lincolniana from the estate of the late Robert Schuler of Taylor, Michigan. A large (38 x 23") Lincoln 
portrait flag from 1860 with numerous condition problems and a rather homely portrait of the Republican 

candidate was the "centerpiece." Estimated at $40·60,000, it fluttered away for $83,650. A 20" tall bronze bust of 
Lincoln by Thomas Dow Jones. sculpted from life in Washington in 1864, signed and dated 
by the artist, estimated at S15·20,000, sold for $9,560. A 22 x 31" etched sapphire and clear 
glass panel of Lincoln, of unknown manufacturer and origin, made a rare auction appearance. 
A companion piece was also made tor Grant In ruby glass. They likely hung in a school or municipal 
building in the late nineteenth-century. ($1,800.) A jugate albumen on board photograph of Lincoln & 
Hamlin, in an embossed copper mat and frame, measuring 1 1/2 x 1 3W, may have been intended as 
a lapel badge of some sort, as it was pierced at the top in two places. Previously unseen and purchased 
by Heritage from the collection of the late Stan King of New York City, it managed $4,200. A Lincoln
Johnson ferrotype jugate badge was a "key" offering. Veteran political collector J. Doyle DeWitt never 
acquired one in fifty years of collecting (the example in his book was from the Douglas Collection at 
Cornell). II took Joe Brown nearly fifty years before he acquired this example down in Florida for 
$22,000 several years back. A third example is held by the Edmiston Estate In Texas (purportedly purchased for $45,000) and there 

was a fourth example in the Chick Harris Collection, sold by private-treaty to an undisclosed buyer. (We suspect that a 
fifth example from the Neil Porter Collection had replaced photos.) Also owned by the auction house, this beauty went for 
$47,800. A cased sixth-plate Lincoln ambrotype is part of a series issued early in the War. We have seen examples for 
Winfield Scott, Henry Wilson, John Fremont and Nathaniel Banks. It sold for $2,275. The following lot, a cased sixth-plate 
Lincoln tintype, Is also part of a series, likely issued after the end of the War, or in its final stages. Other examples include 
Mary Todd Lincoln, U.S. Grant and William T. Sherman. It realized $1,675. A trio of CDVs showing Tad Lincoln, WIiiie Lin· 
coin and the Ford's Theatre Lincoln rocker. estimated at a ridiculously low S150·250, did not go unnoticed. selling for 

SB,075. A ·massive" Stephen Douglas ambrotype, either a half or full plate 
(unfortunately catalogued by someone lacking expertise in this area), was in 
mint condition and most impressive. It attracted a final bid of $3,100. There 
were seven political ambrotypes In this sale as well as an equal number of 
political dags. The ribbons were a little "schwacht" (weak). But. to repeat the 
old cliche, there was ·something for everyone!" In Heritage's Long Beach 
Coin Auction, one Lincoln item of interest was "gold." A copy of King #1043 
was offered. This 15 mm. token was produced In seven different metals by 
New York numismatist Thomas Elder in 1927. Though produced for collec

tors or perhaps advertising purposes. Elder medals and tokens are widely sought. 
This gold example has a pair of crossed axes on the reverse, emblematic of the 
great Railsplitter. It sold for $430. In their April auction, in a November 13, 1863 

,,.,.., ALS, General James A. Garfield writes to Governor Tod of Ohio in response to an 
A '\ invitation to participate in the dedication of the military 

0£( (:N \ cemetery at Gettysburg on November 19th (coinciden-
~ tally Garfield's birthday!). In full: "I have the honor to 
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Gettysburg, Pa. on the 19th Inst. to celebrate the dedication 
of the grounds to the memory of the gallant dead. I shall try to meet you on that occasion - though I fear that the pressure of 
other duties may prevent me." There is no record whether the 32-year-old Garfield availed himself of th,s historic opportunity. 
Six sitting governors did attend, as well as Governor-elect John Brough. ($11,650.) An Abraham Lincoln ALS, written to Sec. of 
War Stanton on July 27. 1863, asks for a "fired" soldier to be reinstated. The story has some curious parallels with the current 
imbroglio related to the firings of U.S. Attorneys. British career soldier Charles F. Havelock (1803-68) was appointed by Lincoln 
as aide-de-camp to McClellan, pursuant to his authority granted by the act of August 5, 1861. For unknown reasons, Havelock 
was mustered out of service. Something must have been said, because the President writes: "Col. Charles F. Havelock has been 
mustered out of our service, as I suppose, in strict accordance with law, and the routine of the Department. With an imperfect 
understanding of this, he is deeply mortified by us. whose cause. I think, he has made some sacrifices to try to serve. Consid- r 
ering who he is, how he came here, and the apparently abrupt, and. to Europeans. usual mode of his dismissal, I think the order of dis· 
_ ~--r-====-=-- missal as to him, better be revoked-allowing him his pay. If the rea-

son be asked, place it on the ground of my order." The ~1--------...,, 
process was begun, but Havelock had to write to the ~..., ~ /2',,U~,, 
President a month later to untangle a bureaucratic tech-~---.----- -_ -7~_ 
nicality related to some form he was obligated to sign j 
prior to reinstatement and payment of back pay. Estimated at $40- --
50,000. it failed to sell. Finally, a souvenir typed copy of Grace Bedell's famous letter to 

"' President-Elect Lincoln, signed by the precocious Bedell circa 1934, did well at $2,085. 
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LETTERS 
TO 
THE EDITOR 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

I very much enjoyed reading the lat
est issue of your publication. The use of 
primary source material, such as period 
newspapers and magazines, is a good L...:~

trend and likewise appreciated. Very little has been written on 
the Wide Awakes. It's fun learning the history behind some of the 
objects we collect. I am sending along an image of the Sandwich 
Wide Awakes lantern mentioned in the cover article. This photo 
was taken sometime back in the 1930s or '40s, I presume, by the 
Keystone News Service Company, while still in the possession of 
the original owner, prior to its acquisition by the Sandwich Glass 
Museum ( demonstrating, once gain, the importance of collectors 
in preserving our cultural heritage). 

Doug Hensley, Robesonia, PA 

Dear Rail Splitter, 
+ 

I devoured the latest issue of The Rail Splitter, as usual. It's 
clearly the best Lincoln publication around. I'd just like to make 
one correction. I noticed the statement accompanying the repro
duction of the menu card from the Second Inauguration, to the 
effect that only two copies of It are known to exist, both of which 
are in culinary collections. I'd like to point out a third copy. It's 
housed in the Alfred Whital Stern Lincoln Collection at the 
Library of Congress, and was displayed in the Library's 1959 
exhibit in honor of Lincoln's 150th birthday. Additionally, it is 
illustrated in the Library's own catalogue of the exhibit, between 
pages 60 and 61. Keep up the great and dedicated work! 

Richard Sloan, Massapequa, NY 
co-founder The LINCOLN GROUP of NY 

Dear Rail Splitter. 
+ 

I enjoyed the article on the "Spread at the Inau
gural Ball." Enclosed is a copy of the wine list from 
the same event which my late father, Leo Pascal, 
found in a book store in Washington, DC in the 50s. 
Two of the products are still available, Mumm and 
Heidsieck. (My wife and I donated Mumm for two 
U.S. Bicentennial Commission dinners and Sam 
Waterson and Harold Holzer gave the toasts!) 

PauJ Pascal, Washington, DC 

[~: It's great when the publication of one item, 
previously unpublished, draws out a similar item 
which we are only too glad to share. It appears the 
inaugural ball was a brown bag affair, or B.Y.O.B.) 
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~: We received several letters ln response to John Koster's 
cover feature lo the last Rail Splitter on Benjamin Butler. The 
"Beast's" place in history still invites controversy. Two worthy 
examples ta.king up the matter follow.] 

Dear Friends: 

I was shocked, but not awed, to see that BEAST-ly apologia 
spread over your front page. Perhaps you might find space in 
your columns for Henry C. Spear's first person account (to 
Willlam Jamison, Franklinville, NY) of that old war horse 
"Spoons" in battle. (New York, November 4, 1866) 

Politics is the all absorbing topic of the day and party spirit 
runs very high. We are having a series of meetings in favor of the 
Union with the Constitution, Equal rights to all men, &c, &c which 
are well suppOrted and everything looks favorable for the good 
cause. Last Evening a meeting was held at City Hall Park at which 
General Butler attempted to speak, but was prevented by a party of 
Copperhead Hounds, who collected on the opposite side of lhe way, 
and Hissed, groaned, threw apples at him and acted very much like 
Democrats generally do on such occasion. One of the Apples hit 
him where he weighs the most. He picked it up, pared and Eat [ate] 
it very quietly, bowing his acknowledgments to the donor. They car
ried it so far that the General got roiled a little and came out on 
them heavy, calling them just about what they were, namely, men 
of the Five Points, bullies of the bawdy house, thieves of the lobby, 
burglars of the Tombs, and various other similar fully as compli
mentary Epilhets. He said he had faced their Masters in Baltimore 
and New Orleans. He had hung their Brothers, and if they were not 
careful, he might have a chance to hang them, or some of them at 
least. He gave them fits generally. 

I AM shocked that subscriptions to the indispensable RAIL 
SPLITTER have fallen off. Yes, the Internet brings free informa
tion, but that reminds me of a little story. During the War of the 
Southern Rebellion, the Overland Telegraph carried snippets to 
Californians. At least by October 25, 1861, Californians rightfully 
called their news source the "Tell-LIE-graph." Internet sources 
MUST be checked and compared, and the RAIL SPLilTER brings 
that expertise! [PERIOD]. 

Dr. Robert J. Chandler, San Francisco, CA 
Senior Research Historian, Wells Fargo Bank 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter, 

More on Ben Butler! 
Capt. Koster's excellent article on Butler 

reminded me o( a little-used source of Butleriana: 
reviews of courts-martial, a standard duty of gener
als commanding an army or a district. In our review 
of all 75,961 Union army courts-martial, we found 
396 such notes by Butler. The following four will 
illustrate both the genre and Butler's unique touch, 
both lawyerly and compassionate. 

Pvt. Seymore Wheeler, 41st US Colored Troops, 
at Chapin's Farm, Virginia, struck his captain and 
was sentenced to hard labor to the end of his enlist-

continued next page 
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ment, to be followed by a dishonorable discharge. Butler wrote, 
"There can be no justification for an enlisted man in striking his 
superior. Still, it is apparent from the evidence, that the conduct 
of Capt. WIiiiam C. Barney ... towards this man, was of a kind to 
provoke the very act of which he complains. If officers will strike 
or lay hands upon men, they must expect the men, in the heat of 
passion, to strike back, although without justification. The 
action of the Court, in censuring the conduct of Capt. Barney and 
of the officer of the guard, in tying up the accused without cause, 
and therefore, without right, is entirely approved. Both of these 
officers have not earned promotion by their inhumanity." 

In October 1862, at New Orleans, Charles H. Harris, a Con
federate soldier in the Crescent City Regiment, went about New 
Orleans In disguise as a spy, was arrested, convicted, and sen
tenced to be hanged. Butler wrote, "Proceedings and finding 
approved, and the sentence pronounced by the (military] Com
mission must necessarily follow such a conviction. The Com
manding General [Butler] having attentively considered the evi
dence and the recommendations of the Commission, is of the 
opinion that the prisoner has not either that force of character, 
or depth of guilt which will require a capital execution, and 
therefore orders than the sentence be commuted to imprison
ment at Ship Island, during the war." This is followed by a note in 
Lincoln's own hand: "Sentence commuted to confinement at 
hard labor on the Island, or some other Military prison for dur
ing the war. May I 1, 1863. A. Lincoln." 

Lieut. Michael T. Maguire, 10th New Hampshire, was tried for 
being drunk on duty, and for conduct unbecoming an officer and 
a gentleman. He borrowed $75 ($2,000 In today's money) from a 
private and did not repay it, and stole and sold bis men's food 
rations at five different locations in Virginia. He was sentenced to 
be suspended from rank and pay for two months and to receive a 
reprimand. This light sentence drew Butler's wrath and a 700-word 
commentary, of which I quote the high points. "An officer who 
deliberately borrows money from a man under his command, 
under the agreement to pay it as he [the lender I wants It, and then 
spends the money, as to put it out of his power to pay It, is guilty 
of conduct unbecoming an officer and gentleman. No officer 
should, and no true gentleman would, borrow money which he 
cannot pay, as he agreed to, especially of an inferior over whom he 
may have influence and control." [Conviction of "Conduct unbe
coming ... " requires automatic dismissal in disgrace.] 

"The Commanding General cannot understand how the offi-
cers composing this Court after finding that the accused was .. . 
drunk when he returned from picket duty with his company .. . 
was absent from dress parade without permission that evening, 
and was drunk that night, could then find him not guilty of con
duct unbecoming an officer and gentleman, thereby asserting 
that it is [ emphasis added] becoming an officer and a gentleman 
to get drunk on picket duty; to return to camp on Sunday drunk; 
to be absent from dress parade without permission, and to 
remain drunk during the night. It would seem that there could be 
but one explanation of such conduct in the Court, and that Is, the 
same reason that made the accusers of the woman charged with 
committing adultery, each one go out when told. 'Let him who is 
without sin among you cast the first stone.'" 

"The Commanding General believes that when an officer is 
with his regiment on the exterior lines of the army in the field, 
that he is on duty all the time, and ought to be punished if he is 
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drunk at all, for that is drunkenness on duty ... The sentence of 
the Court Martial Is disapproved and set aside, and Lieut. 
Michael T. H. Maguire is dishonorably dismissed the service, and 
ceases to be an officer from this date, and shall forfeit all his past 
pay ... until lhe $65.00 [sic] which he borrowed from Private 
Henry F. Wells be paid to him, and the money for which he sold 
the rations ls paid and accounted for to the United States.'' 

The final case is that of Pvt. John Rooney, 11th Connecticut, 
who drunkenly disturbed his entlre camp at Broadway Landing, 
Virginia; and when asked to be quiet, punched his captain in the 
face. Butler approved the sentence of twelve months at hard 
labor, the first three months with a twelve-pound ball and chain, 
and added this opinion. "There seems to be an impression 
among the soldiers of this command that offenses committed in 
a state of drunken frenzy are in some degree to be mitigated by 
such condition of the culprit at the time. There can be no more 
mistaken Idea Drunkenness ls of itself an offence, and by every 
law, military & civil It aggravated the crime committed." 

These four opinions may shed light on the questions of char
acter which have so exercised Butler historians over the years. 

Thomas P. Lowry, Woodbridge, VA 

Dear Rail Splitter, 
+ 

Your Issues of The Rail Splitter always bring delight. You 
have such interesting new items. I always find several new Lin
coln facts unknown previously. 

In your most recent issue, page 28, you intimate that T. D. 
Jones perhaps did not have Lincoln pose for him and that his 
beard was not so large, etc., when he left town. Enclosed is my 
research on Jones. Jones's letters from the St. Nicholas Hotel, 
Springfield, still exist, and they tell of his experience with Lincoln 
posing for him. Lincoln continued to pose in person for a long 
time, and Jones did not finish until after Lincoln had departed on 
February 11, 1861. Jones's busts are the very best. He was a 
sculptor of great talent. 

Wayne C. Temple, Ph. D., Springfield, IL 

[.Ed.l.tm:: Dr. Temple's extensive research indicates forty-eight 
examples of the Jones bust were produced by the artist himself. 
Only a couple were made in 1861 - the balance in 1865 after Lin
coln's death. Several were created as promotional, display 
pieces - the rest were the result of subscriptions by prominent 
Americans in the military and government. Jones also solicited 
subscriptions for marble and bronze versions of his 1861 art
work. We are aware of one bronze example, unsuccessfully auc
tioned by Heritage Galleries this year. We are uncertain if any 
marble examples were produced or remain extant. For the bene
fit of our readers, Jones arrived in Springfield on Christmas Day 
1860. He met with Lincoln the following morning at Lincoln's 
reception room at the State Capitol Building. Lincoln thereafter 
met with Jones periodically at the artist's room at the St. 
Nicholas Hotel. (We once again recommend Wayne Temple's 
Abraham Lincoln and Others at the St. Nicholas.) This arrange
ment gave the President-elect some respite from the surge of 
office-seekers and politicos that came to visit, while affording the 



artist a suitable atmosphere to study his subject and create his work. Lincoln made pro-
ductive use of the time, composing a series of short speeches that he would be called on 
to make during the stops on his pre-inaugural trip to Washington . .Jones made three pre
liminary sketches before setting up his modeling stand and supply of clay . .Jones was still 
working on the bust when Lincoln left Springfield on February 11, 1861 and did not finish 
it until sometime in March. Obviously, the work was ongoing, with constant revisions 

and refinements. In fact, the completed work bears a close resemblance to the pho
tograph of Lincoln taken by C. S. Gennan on February 9, 1861 (0-43), where Lincoln 

displays a rather full head-of-hair and ample beard. (See Dr. Temple's •c. S. German: 
Photographer to President-Elect Lincoln" in the July-August 2006 1//inois Heritage.) Lin

C.S. German. coin admitted that .Jones's work looked very much "like the critter" although, in his folksy 
way, he referred to it as a "mud head." Jones was still In residence at the St. Nicholas until 

August 20, 1861. He had received just $20 for his efforts, had failed to interest the State of Illinois in pur
chasing a marble version of his work, was frustrated by the lack of responsiveness from the man who had col
lected subscription deposits, and was trying to secure the post of Consul to Rome through his contacts at the 
White House (Chase and Nicolay). Dr. Temple has authored four books on Lincoln as well as countless articles. 
He serves as Chief Deputy Director of the Illinois State Archlves.] 

"THE 

LINCOLNPHILE'' 
Thomas J. Craughwell. Stealing 
Lincoln's Body. The Belknap 
Press of Harvard University, 
Cambridge, 2007. 350p., $24.95. 

T his short book tells the story of the 
attempt on Election Day 1876 to steal 
the body of Abraham Lincoln and 

hold it for ransom. This is certainly an 
obscure subject, unique in presidential 
history, and not dealt with in recent 
years. lt is partly based on the 1890 book 
by John Carroll Powers (custodian of the 
Lincoln Monument), History of the Attempt 
to Steal the Body of Abraham Lincoln. 

The perpetrators of the crime were 
rather shady characters from 
Chicago (where else?) who 
were involved in the counter
feiting trade. The mastermind 
was an individual who was 
never charged, but did some 
time in prison for counterfeit
ing. He got the idea initially 
when the engraver of his plates 
was convicted and sent to Joli
et Prison. That put rather a 
crimp in his operation. He 
hoped to return the body once 
his engraver was given a par
don by the Governor and 
released from prison. As an afterthought, 
it was decided to demand a ransom of 
$200,000. An initial conspiracy was bro
ken up when a civic-minded prostitute 
alerted authorities after the plan had been 
divulged to her during a tryst. Like recent 

events, the authorities failed to "connect 
the dots" and take the accusation serious
ly. The second conspiracy, headquartered 
in Chicago, was doomed as the gang had 
been infiltrated by a government informer. 

The scholarship of the author seems 
flawless. The writing style is straightfor
ward interspersed with a dry sense of 
humor. Accordingly, it reads very easily. 
We are given important background 
information into the history and ongoing 
problem of counterfeiting (roughly half 
the currency in circulation in the mid
i 9th century was "queer''), the history of 
immigration (Irish and German) in this 
period, the origins of the U. S. Secret Ser
vice, the membership and role of the Lin
coln Monument Association and the Lin
coln Honor Guard. Detalls on the con
struction and repairs of the Lincoln Mon

ument, as weU as the move
ments and disposition of Lin
coln Family remains, complete 
the picture. 

The cast of characters is 
both fascinating and colorful, 
representing the many facets 
of the American experience. 
Viewed from today's perspec
tive, the actions and lingo of 
the players assumes a comical 
slant. The perpetrators 
received only a year in prison 
and the incident was overshad
owed by the Stolen Election of 

1876 between Hayes and Tilden. Robert 
Todd Lincoln comes off rather poorly in 
this narrative. "Operating on the premise 
that his mother's private letters were 
embarrassing 'relics of the long years of 
[her] distressing mental disorders,' 
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Robert Lincoln had put out the word 
among Mary's correspondents that he 
would like her letters back. In 1913 he 
wrote to a Iriend, 'Hundreds of them have 
been kindly sent me for destruction.' And 
it was not just Mary's 'mad' letters that 
Robert burned; Lincoln biographers have 
lamented for years the loss of almost all of 
the letters that passed between Abraham 
and Mary Lincoln." Robert Lincoln also 
hired attorneys to represent his mother 
when he wanted to have her committed to 
an asylum. Not surprisingly, they failed to 
put up any meaningful defense. 

There are twenty-six illustrations 
which complement the work. It is a very 
thorough and interesting effort which 
readers should enjoy. 

+++ 
Richard L Miller. Lincoln and 
His World: The Earll Years. 
Birth to Illinois Legislature. 
Stackpole Books, Mechanics
burg, PA, 2006. 443p., $32.95. 

R ichard Miller is the author of Truman: 
The Rise to Power and Heritage of 
Fear: Illusion and Reality in the Cold 

War. In common with many American 
political biographers, he has taken up the 
cudgels and produced the first Install
ment in what he hopes will be a Lincoln 
trilogy. This initial offering covers the 
years starting with Lincoln's birth in 1809 
through his election to the Illinois state 
legislature in 1834. This is still fertile 
ground for historians, though perhaps 
lacking the luster and "box oilice appeal" 
of the more mature, fan1iliar Lincoln. It is 
also particularly challenging, as much of 
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it is undocumented, subject to inference and conjecture. It exists 
in a twilight zone of memory, suspended between substanliated 
fact and hazy legend. Yet. the rewards can be worthwhile, as few 
periods are as colorful or uniquely American as the Jacksonian era 
frontier - populated by a wild assortment of flatboat men, itiner
ant preachers, marauding Indians and llamboyant politicians. 

The work relies primarily on biographies and reminiscences 
(particularly Herndon's Lincoln) as well as information gleaned 
from period newspapers. The author relates: "This book recon

The book is very well written with a detached, yet bemused 
attitude. There are certain issues which, despite ample treat
ment, remain unresolved (notably whether Lincoln ever drank 
sociably or sold liquor in a "grocery" with partner William 
Berry). We can fault the author for expending perhaps too much 
time to the legal complexities of Lincoln's financial obligations, 
or the biographical details of some of his political colleagues. 

The reader Is sure to learn many new facts and get a enter
taining look at the rough-and-tumble politics of the era. We 

excerpt the following, as illustrations: 
~,n the presidential election a few days after the 

purchase of Bogue's goods, Lincoln's vote for electors 
pledged to Henry Clay put him in a distinct minority, 
New Salem giving General Jackson a majority of well 
over a hundred votes ... Lincoln served as a New Salem 
polling-place clerk and was the final voter of the day, 
thereby well aware of the trend when he declared his 
vote out loud for Henry Clay. Lincoln received $3.50 for 
his election services." 

structs the hidden world of Abraham Lincoln. Much of 
his world is irretrievable - the primeval wilderness he 
grew up in, fear of threats presented by Native Ameri
cans, fetid smells of a town square. Words of partici
pants still exist, however, even though the speakers 
are dead. Just as an archeologist can reassemble pot 
shards and draw inferences about the civilization that 
produced it, I've examined a mass of verbal chunks left 
by Lincoln and persons around him. I've sorted jum
bled pieces of fragments, restored them, and pieced 
them together in a way that reveals the speakers' 
world. That world has not been lost, but has remained 
hidden in a jungle of interviews, letters, diaries, news

In the state elections of 1834: " ... 'there was a little 
_____ ___, Junta in Springfield that assumed to run the Jackson 

papers, handbills, legislative proceedings and court records ... 
What was it like to spend a snowy winter's night in a cabin, eat
ing meager fare and listening to Lincoln read aloud? A partici
pant's memory is here. What was it like to have a flatboat take In 
water while Lincoln and his crew desperately waded through the 
river with their cargo? Eyewitness accounts give impressions ... 
What was it like to go on a drunken chase after Indians? Lincoln 
and h1s troops offer recollections. I strive to lift layer after layer 
applied by legend, stripping bare the raw reality of Lincoln's 
world. I usher readers to a window, and what they see through it 
depends on where they look ... I don't say something is good or 
bad, moral or immoral ... I present a world, not a point of view 
and not a drama .. ." 

The picture presented is a full multilayered one - not 
focused exclusively on Lincoln. We learn about his parents, rela
tives and neighbors, employers and adversaries. We get a feel for 
the geography and the travails of pioneer families who trekked 
from territory to territory. What were the local communities 
like? How did the settlers interact? What were their religious 
affiliations? How did settlers acquire and pay for land? What was 
the nature of the educational and legal system? What challenges 
did they face? 

The author peppers his narrative with extracts from period 
newspapers - weather reports, the "police blotter", runaway 
slave or indentured servant ads, political feuds played out in 
published letters or "paid political ads" - all of which gives a fla
vor of the times. Much space is allotted to Lincoln's business 
endeavors, his casting about for a suitable vocation, what others 
thought of h1m, how he interacted. The politics of the era are 
thoroughly covered: the role played by "little big men" who 
could deliver blocks of votes, the delicate balance between 
politicians who affiliated themselves with Jackson but support
ed Whig measures when it suited their interests, the art of the 
well-timed anonymous letter to the editor when the author said 
one thing, but everyone knew he meant something else. Illinois 
state and local elections from 1830-34 are gone over in detail, as 
well as the events of the Black Hawk Wars of 1831 and 1832. 
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party in the county. The junta had sent out to every 
precinct in the county, tickets having four names on them as the 
true representatives of Jacksonism.' Such printed slips would 
guide Democratic voters when they announced their votes out 
loud at the election table. Taylor noted, however, 'These tickets 
were sent to Lake Fork precinct, but they disappeared before the 
polls were opened.' He did not say how the tickets disappeared, 
but I suspect the occurrence wasn't a mishap. Taylor continued: 
'While all the voters were strangers to me, I soon made myself 
known and useful. There was a supply of blank tickets, and I 
filled up one hundred and eight of the one hundred and eleven 
votes polled, and I got Mr. Lincoln's name on each ticket that I 
filled up. Not one of the voters had ever seen Mr. Lincoln, and 
few of them had ever heard of him. I let each man name whom he 
pleased for governor and the other state officers, but not one of 
them could name four members of the legislature, and then I 
would get in Mr. Lincoln's name ... '" 

One of the more colorful politicians of the era was John 
Reynolds, known as the "Old Ranger." He was elected governor 
In 1830 during which time he "used up several horses." He elec
tioneered so hard that the story is told of him approaching a 
human form in a field at dusk to seek support, only lo discover 
he was addressing a scarecrow. He hired traveling peddlers to 
push his candidacy, at an appropriate lime, after gaining 
entrance to frontier homes, selling household goods. Reynolds 
was an avowed atheist who admired the works of Tom Paine. An 
acquaintance said that as Reynolds was dying in the 1860s, a 
preacher visited and told him of the bliss that awaited him If he 
would become a Christian. Reynolds "turned, with a look of with
ering contempt, and gasped, 'The hell you say.'" 

This work is both entertaining and informative and certain
ly succeeds in giving readers access to a "window on the times.~ 
We fear that a follow-up volume may not measure up. Still, any
one interested In Lincoln and antebellum politics are sure to rel
ish this effort. 
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Rail Splinters 
~ In our last issue, we briefly mentioned Haughwout's 
~ Department Store at 488 Broadway in New York 
City. This was the first building to have a passenger elevator 
installed. It was a regular stop for Mary Lincoln during her New 
York shopping sprees. (Shopping is so much easier when you 
don't have to hike five flights of stairs!) This building still stands, 
located on the northeast corner of Broome and Broadway. Even 
today, the location is congested with shoppers. A realtor and 
office supply outlet currently occupy street-level storefronts. 
And, while strolling down Broadway, we thought we'd pay the 
Wide Awakes a visit at their headquarters at 618 Broadway - at 
Houston and Broadway Oust a short walk from the offices of The 

Rail Splitterf) Unfortunately, they are gonzo!I The site is now 
occupied by a modern glass and steel office building. We ask 
you, that's progress?!? 

~~ We LOVE being able to ~ground" information relat
.,, - ed to relics. This is particularly true when it comes 
to folkart that appears compelling, but still gives pause for fear 
It may have been "created" for other purposes after-the-fact. You 
may remember this two-sided lance-head from our last annual 
auction. Rail Splitter Tom Butler saw it in our catalog and imme

diately contacted us to advise that he had purchased an 
identical Wide Awake "pole top" a few years ago. 
Tom had contacted the seller and asked where it 
came from. It was sold through an on-line listing 
with an antique store in Clarence, New York -
up near Buffalo. The region was an active 
Republican area in the last century. Accord
ing to the seller, the local G.A.R. post 
closed and everything in their musuem 
was taken to the nearest Odd Fellows 

Hall and put in storage up in the attic. 
Several years ago, the Odd Fellows decided 

to "clear house" with a sale. All the old political 
items were put on tables and sold at an event 
that approximated a tag sale! Tom was told 

there were originally two of these pole tops 
with a banner suspended between two staffs. 

(The whereabouts of the banner remains unknown.) Tom never 

expected to see the mate to his example ... that Is, until our auc
tion! He wonders why both his example and its sister carry the 
same #2 designation: "could it be they were used on the poles on 
each side of a banner which may have been in a parade such as 
on the front of 'The Wide Awake Pictorial' of November 1860 ... 
what's your guess?" Maybe the number "2" is short-hand for the 
word "too", as in "also". In other words, "Lincoln Hamlin [and 
the] Union, (Too)." Or, they may come from the Lincoln Wide 
Awake Club #2. The reason may still be revealed one day! 

~ We occasionally encounter plaques of presidents 
~~ and other three-dimensional objects, issued as 
patriotic souvenirs, that appear to be made of papier-mache. 
They are, in fact, sculpted of macerated U.S. currency and food 
stamps. Regulations direct banks to exchange worn out curren
cy in exchange for fresh examples. The well-worn currency is 
sent to Washington and "macerated." We don't know how the 
obsolete stuff is dlsposed of 
today, but back in the I930s, it 
was recycled into souvenir 
sculptures. Heads of presidents 
(Washington, Lincoln and FDR), 
dogs, shoes, houses, the Capi
tol and the Lincoln Memorial 
were all rendered. Each "objet 
d'art" had a label attached indicating 
amount of currency used In its production. 
"Made of U. S. Greenbacks redeemed and mac
erated by the U.S. government at Washington, 
D.C. Estimated value $2,000." It took $15,000 of 
discarded notes to produce a model of the Lin
coln Memorial. A miniature bale of macerated 
currency contained the note "More than 100 
Bales of this U.S. Macerated Money, each weigh
ing 250 pounds, are turned out daily by the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing." (Two exam
ples pictured here are from a recent Dana Linett auction.) These 
are collected today by currency collectors and other strange 
people. Or, should we say, enlightened individuals who take the 
detritus of society and mold it into artistic expressions of our 
cultural heritage! Take your pick! 

~ We noted with interest a recent report in an 
antiques publication that describes a lawsuit instituted by Her
itage Galleries of Dallas against Superior Galleries of Beverly 
Hills. At the heart of Heritage's suit is the claim that "Heritage's 
coin and currency descriptions are copyrightable subject matter 
under the Copyright Laws of the United States" and that "Supe
rior systematically and routinely copies Heritage's catalog and 
archived descriptions of coins and currency previously offered 
for sale or auction by Heritage." This brouhaha had its origins a 
few years back when Superior hired away Heritage coin cata
loger Jim Jones. Not surprisingly, Superior catalog entries start
ed to acquire a familiar cadence and sound. In many cases, one 
could detect no appreciable diUerence in the descriptions of 
similar coins offered by either firm. A lawsuit ensued over "trade 
secret misappropriation" but the suit was dropped and Mr. 
Jones's right to work at Superior was upheld. Heritage subse
quently filed copyright applications for its coin catalog descrip-
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Splinters, cont. 
tions, followed closely by the most recent legal action against its 
competitor, Superior. The defendant claims that such descrip
tions are not copyrightable because the coin business employs 
universal terminology in grading and descriptions. It is therefore 
impossible to describe certain coins without referring to stan
dard reference works, grading services, and visual qualities that 
all collectors re.late to and expect. They also claim that Heritage 
is Instituting this lawsuit as a means of intimidating a competitor, 
hopefully eliminating or minimizing it, and thereby strengthen
ing its dominant position in the marketplace. As in any contest 
of wills, there are some subtle philosophical, as well as legal 
questions to be addressed. Many numismatic rarities have a his
tory, or provenance, as recorded in auction catalogs going back 
to the 19th-<:entury. This trail of ownership is often cited, as well 
as previous catalog descriptions and excerpts from scholarly 
articles and monographs. On the other hand, firms who hire 
acknowledged experts to produce original research are entitled 
to the results of their efforts. It shouldn't be possible for some
one to gain advantage by copying the work of another. Resolu
tion of the dispute may boil down to the difference between 
straightforward, unembellished description (in fact containing 
many identical phrases and references) vs. that of original inter
pretation and research. It is unlikely collectors have the slightest 
interest in the resolution of this dispute. They know what they 
are bidding on. What if the description was copied verbatim 
irom someone else's catalog? Lawyers will always have some
thing to do, it appears. 

~ This Breckinridge-Lane jugate cover on orange stock 
recently sold on eBay. Lost to most of us is one 

salient fact: it represents the first appearance of this item at auc
.--~:---c=-----~---- tion. No Breckinridge 

jugate covers found 
the.Ir way into the land
mark Walcott sale 
(1934), nor in the exten
sive sale of Civil War 
patriotic covers held by 
the Nutmeg Stamp Com
pany (2000). None 

appear in Milgram's work on Lincoln political and patriotic cov
ers. The U. I. "Chick" Harris Collection of political Americana, 
sold by Tom Slater, did include a different design for Breckin
ridge & Lane, a rather homely thing in red on white. (Selling for 
$400 eight years ago.) Needless to say, the advent of internet 
auctions serves to draw material into the marketplace. In doing 
so, it helps define a true picture of an Item's scarcity. It is now the 
case that quite often, material that surfaced only occasionally a 
decade back, now seems relatively "common." On the other 
hand, sometimes unrecorded or unpublished pieces, such as 
this, surface. Perceptive and aggressive collectors will recog
nize such "rare" opportunities and act accordingly. 

~ On Closer Inspection ... 

These days, opportunities to purchase historical Americana 
In-person are eclipsed by the tremendous number of "absen
tee" venues. The former mode of aquisition is a paradigm. 
You get to examine the item thoroughly and, if satisfied, 
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can make the purchase and take possession. Nowadays, we are 
often tempted to buy items sight-unseen or based on imperfect 
photos or manipulated digital images. We always counsel: ii the 
item can't be viewed in-person and no return privilege is offered 
by the seller, it is best to be circumspect in making such decisions. 

ln our last issue, we drew attention to the internet sale of a 
Lincoln patriotic badge from the 1880s represented as an 1864 
campaign item. rn that case, there was no intentional misrepre
sentation by the seller, but the discernment of the buyer was def
initely deficient. Many dealers handle "general" antiques and 
don't havespeciallzed knowledge. Other sellers don't have a clue 
about the merchandise they offer and make no warranty or rep
resentation whatsoever. Most auction houses lack the specialized 
knowledge, selling items as-is. They don't know the subtleties of 
condition issues and will sometimes offe.r group lots of similar 
material. From a practical point-of-view, they cannot give detailed 
descriptions for every single item in an estate and provide sharp 
close-ups of what seems like marginal material. 

Again, no matter what the venue, caution is advised. Initial 
excitement by an offering should always be tempered with skep
ticism and reflection. Just in the month of April 2007, we found 
three examples to illustrate the referred to pitfalls . The first was 
the posting on eBay of a previously unknown McClellan campaign 
badge. The seller claimed to be a collector of some 60 years who 
decided to liquidate her holdings. The other listings she posted 
were all authentic Civil War photographs ... mostly tintypes. The 
McClellan piece was supposed to be part of a collection of presi
dential campaign items purchased years ago that also included a 
Lincoln. Besides some obvious condition problems, the images 
on eBay we.re too small and lacked needed detail. We obtained 
better images and it instantly became apparent the item was spu
rious. The frame, soldered pin and lerrotype were likely of the 
period. The ferrotype, though, was irregularly cut around Its 
perimeter, with open spaces appearing between it and the inner 
frame. Originals were die-<:ut and, whether round or oval, had 
perfectly smooth edges and symmetry. The red paper insert, 
viewed from the rear, is clearly simple construction paper. It, too, 
appears like it was cut with a scissors and attached to the frame 
with Elmer's! In addition, such an item. if original, should contain 
a metal back-plate. All-in-all, it Just isn't "right." Collector wari
ness was reflected in the sale price of $420. U genuine, even with 
condition issues, it would have commanded some $1,500. 

Two more items of a questionable nature reached the mar
ket via a Chicago-based mail and internet auction. A previously 
unseen campaign spoon with attached ferrotype of the 1884 
Greenback-Labor Party candidate, Benjamin "Spoons" Butler, 
sold for $1,380. We had several concerns with this item. The por-

trait was obviously of Civil War vintage, not an 1884 campaign 
portrait as always seen. We have seen examples of the 

spoon pinback badge before, but 
they always contained 
an albumen portrait of 
Butler attached within 

the bowl of the spoon. 
When viewed from the rear, 

we noticed that there was: 1. 
no metal back plate, 2. the 

exposed ferrotype was not 
die-<:ul but had irregular 

i 
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edges, 3. the ferrotype and frame were attached to the spoon with 
some type of adhesive or sealing wax, whereas an original manu
factured piece would have been attached to the spoon by means of 
two or three metal prongs which fit into slots in the spoon and bend 
over. A greal piece, if right, but it's a long way from being authentic. 
The same sale offered a ferrotype badge of Jefferson Davis on a silk 
rosette. The rosette is original to the Civil War period and is some

times seen with lerrotypes of Washington, brass 
military buttons, or "Constitution and Union" 
badges attached. The ferrotype of Davis is that 
found in the Abbott series of ferrotypes issued 
in 1861-3 and was like.ly removed from one. The 
reeded edge frame that holds the portrait of 
Davis is the same that was used in "ore0<ook
ie" thermoplastic cases of the period ... found 
housing thousands of tintypes of everyday 
folks. So it appears that three original compo
nents of the Civil War period were "married" 

together to produce something that never existed at the time. This 
sold for $1,680. 

These conclusions represent our informed opinion. Collectors 
are free to form their own judgments and act on them. No matter 
what, it is important to become educated and "look before you leap." 

~ Rail Splitter Brian Caplan, formerly of Olde American Col-
lectible auction lame, has one of the most eclectic collec

tions of historical Americana found! He shared with us this free
franked cover that includes an intact wax seaJ from John G. Nicolay. 
The seaJ has an eagle and the words: "Private Secretary of the Pres
ident U.S." We wonder how many wax seals were employed in the 
W~iteHouse. We've seen one for Mrs. Lincoln. As one would expect, 
this example is not personalized. Was it a hold-over from a previous 
administration, or did Nicolay have it made on order, taking it with 
him when he left? 
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It is with deep sadness we note tbe passing this past February of 
fellow Rail Splitter and true Lincoln scholar James 0. Hall. A 
career civil servant. Hall, 94, had spent more than fifty years 
becoming the most authoritative scholar on the assassination. 
He was Ukewise an expert related to every aspect of the conspir
acy, possible Confederate involvement, and the escape and hunt 
for Booth. An active member of the Surratt House Museum in 
Cllnton, MD, his source files were donated to that site's research 
center, named in his honor. 
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jf , b' we admit to having a bias in favor tn . of inexpensive, (nteresting 
ephemera. Great history, fun 

content, such material can still be 
found. Two items in point: this recently discovered campaign songster proclaims support for the 1888 

RE-UNION 
A.1' rna Ak~Of<V 11.,.-,..-,,,.tx 

Republican standard-bearer, Benjamin Harrison. A Connecticut Issue, it likewise supports the candidacy 
of Morgan Bulkeley for Governor. Bulkeley (1837-1922), President of the Aetna lnsurance Company, won Rf.RffillilrnN §ebfG~ 
his election (as did Harrison!). He later served as Senator from the Nutmeg State. But... the most inter
esting aspect of this "coat-tail" political is the fact that he was elected to the Baseball Hall of Faroe. Bulke
ley was the first president of the National League of Professional Baseball Clubs in 1876. This songster cel
ebrates a reunion of Connecticut's Wide-Awakes on the 28th anniversary of their gathering to support Lin
coln! The lyrics of five songs are featured in four pages. The "Campaign Song" (sung to the tune of "March
ing through Georgia") includes such verses as "Do not get discouraged, boys, nor falter by the way; 
though the foe we face is strong, the Right must win the day; for Harrison and Morton and Protection to 
the fray!" Other songs include "The Battle Has Begun" (sung to the tune of "John Brown's Body"); "And 
We'll All Feel Gay~ (to the tune of "When Johnny Comes Marching Home"); "Good-By, Old Grover, Good By!"; and "Cleveland's Lament." 
On the last page is a notice: "The Audience is requested to join in singing the above songs. Each number will be announced before the 

singing." Such ephemera was certainly produced in large numbers but now, not surprisingly, is relatively 
scarce. Fun, evocative touchstones, songsters remain a definitive 19th century campaign rellc. Can you Imag
ine convenlng a group today to sing ANYTHING ... much less rally tunes in support of Giuliani, McCain, 
Obama, etc.?? Karaoke for Clinton, anyone? 

In our Winter 2006 issue, we told the story of postage and fractional currency introduced In circulation 
in 1862. Not everyone approved of the experiment, and satirical CDVs were published, mainly directed 
towards Sec. of the Treasury Salmon P. Chase, driving force behind the establishment of a national currency. 
By 1864, people had had a chance to get used to the new-fangled currency and hostility gave way to resigna
tion. This 1864 CDV gets its inspiration from the anti-Chase CDVs of 1862. It also relies on the President's 
predilection for Jokes. It depicts Lincoln superimposed over a montage of fragments of fractional currency. 
Issued in the election year of 1864, it displays a partisan flavor and is generally supportive of the President 
whose sense of humor was seen by many as a character fault. "Uncle Abes Last Joke. 'A Big Thing on Cur
rency. F'or further particulars see small bills.'" A stanza follows: Handsome is as handsome does! Let Uncle Abe 
rejoice. 171ere's comfort for that lengthy man, Our President by choice. By when he issues little jokes, Oh may he 
tender be. Never again upon the land, Inflict such currency. This fun carte was published in New York by G. D. 

Brewerton. The author got his wish, as fractional currency did not outlive the Civil War. In our day, though, authorities at the Mint con
tinue dubious experiments in the issuance of unpopular dollar coins. The public never seems to be consulted on such projects. 

In the next Rall Splitter, we preaent the reapom,e to New York~ maalve 1860 Wide Awake 
parade - a "faalon" elfott. by mpportenl of the three other candidates who 8taged a counter

paradel And, UJ1rreport on the dlacovery of.llfree Blgnlllcant relics: Blaine Houma on a rocker; 
Lealle Sellai. on a Uncoln ""aml; and Bob DeWitt on a •peclal bed. 
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